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PREFACE,.
.

0

" .

purposes and Objectives .of the Worksh6p

.
.

%

Th d major purposje of an interpersonal communications Otrksho) is to 4

4r-14'

6

.

provid0 parrldipants the, opportunity Lc. acqqge knowledge and, to practice

,skills related to: ' ,

c%

Face-to-face communication
.

.
, ,

One's.own unique style of communicating

Group,and organizational factors whicki.affeCt that czamunicatien

'Continued improvement of one's communicAtion Skills..
. .

-.,

innovations and changAs in librliy functions and roles.increased %he
-

- . .

.,

need for colksbor4pion at all levels. In the traditional concept.
...

.

lilraries, many librarians hlve carried out thett roles in relative.

isolatiOn. AOW, in a search -for change'a.nd relevance, eduoa or S in

general and librarians Jpecitically are concealed that effectth use of

library resources not becurtailed due to issues of ihfluence, polarized

conflict and ineffective communication. Increased interpersoIal
.

communications skills of library personnel will reduce at le'ast one

. . 4 ;
1

hindrance to local improvement efforts., -

The theory and practice sessions aredesigned to be used in sequence

and have a cumulative effett. Later sessions depend upon theskills gained

and data.generated in previous activities; so attendanc e- throughout the

workshop is essential. The sequence of activities will provide three kinds.

of learning, Participants will become more clear concerning things to

know about iPterpersOnaI Communications. lie practices alternative ways

to do things in interpersonal communications, and he becomes, able to

recognize and develop uis own pefsonal style of,conununitating with others.

.

5
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2INTRODUCTIONTO INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS

This series of,exercises presents some basic things to know about

interpersonal communications. Itis assumed you may already be somewhat

-6Miliar With many of these things. Even though we are.all involved'in
4

' .
.._

. . .

these things when we,communicate with, others, most of ,us don't give them.
. . .

'much attention. These exercises attempt to bring them more clearly into

awareness so that you, as an individual,-can work at yr
skills in.communicating.

Improving skills of communicating goes beyond simply' becoming more

#

clear about what you know. Therefore, each exercise includes opportunities

to practice the behaviors which are described, to learn ways to recognize

.. 4 -

these behaviors,
4
and to gain "feedback" from your partners about the ways

yOu use these behaviors. The emphasis Of these exercises is on learning
a ,

to communicate more effectively as opposed to knowing

Many,skills in interpersonal communications involve
, . .

.of ,the individual. For example, paraphrasi=ng involves

about communicaticin.

the personal style,

stating what yOu',

heard someone say, then checking with him to be surd you understand what

he meant by it. The exact behavior you use to do, thjs checking will
O

depend on your personal style. The important questions are whether you

are clear about the ways you communicate and whether you are aware of the

impact of your personal style of

In short, thi series of exercises attempts 6 provide three kinds ..

-ofscopportunity: (1) To become more clear about things you know about
o

1

I

0
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interpersonal communications;
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interpersonal communication;
4

style of interpersonal communi
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k2) To practice specific skills of

I

(3) Td recognize more clearly your etk_jorla

cations

to
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. THE INTERPERSONAL GAP

John L. Wallen
.

. . .

You cannot have,your own way all the time. Yodr best intentions will
.,

sometimes end in disaster; Wile, at other'times, you w411 receive credit

fer desirable outcomes you. didn't intend. In short, what you accomplish is

Wotalways what you hoped.

The most basic and recurring problem in social life is*the relation

you intend and the effect oflo ur actions on others. The key

in attempting to make sense of ierpersonal relations are

, "actions" an "effect". nriterpersonal gap"'refers to the

between what

terms we use

. "intentions"

degree of congruence between One person's intentions and the effect produced

in the other. If the effect is wiiat was intended, the gap has been bridged.

If the effect is the opposite of what was intended, the gap has become

greater.

Let us look more closely at the three terms. r

The word "intentions" means the wishes, wants, hopes, desires, fears

that give rise to actions. Underlying motivesof which you may be unaware

are not.being referred to.

It is a fact that people may say after an action has produced some

result, "That wasn't what I meant to do. That outcome wasn't what I .

intended." Gr. "Yes, that's what I hoped would happen." We look at the

social outcome and decide.whetheritis what we intended. Apparently, we 1

can compare what we:wished to happen with the outcome and determine

whether they match.

Here are some examples of interpersonal intentions.'

"I want him to like me."
"I want him to obey me." .

"I want him to realize that I 'hat.) a great deal about this subject."

"I don't want her to know that I am angry with her."
"I don't want to talk with him." ,
"I wish he would tall me what todo."

8
3



Intentions may also be mixed.
0 A

"I want him to know I like him, but I don't want to be
' embarraised,",

"I wont him to tell meI'm doing a good job, but I don't want yr°
ask for .it."

"I would like him to "know how angry it makes me when he does
that, but I don't want to loge his friendship."

Intentions are private and are known directly only to the one who

expetiences them. 1 know my 9wn intentions, but I must infer yours.

You know your own intentions, but youumust infer mine,

"Effect" refers to a person's inner response to the actions of

another. We
. .

feelings are

our feelings

may describe the other's effect by openly stating what

aroused by his actions. However, we are often Unaware.of

as feelings. When this hap pens our feelings influence

. ,

how we see the oth er and we label him or his actions inta way tha;

expresses our feelings even th ough we may be unaware of them.

As Actions
.

(
A lectures to h...
A interrapts B...
Does A not respond
B's comments

Effect in B 0°W B.may talk about the
effectof A's Actions.

Describing his Feelings:
B feels hurt, "Mien guts like that I
put down, ingiy feel inferior and 1 -.

resent feeling th3.s way."
.

;"...,
. .

Lio.69ressing his'feelings
by labeling A: "A is

smug and arrogant."

Here are some other examplps showin how the same effeetmay be
4

talked about as a description of one's own leeling-or by labeling" the

other as do indireCt way 9f expressing one's feeling.

V

.
4
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'Describing feelings:

Expressing
by labeling,

Describing

Expressing
by labeling other:

.

''What ht. did makes me feel angry with him."

feelings .
, . --4 '

other: "He's self-rentered. He wanted to hurt me."
...--

.---
...

_.. .
.......

..-- .

feelings: "%Nat he justilid makes me feel cloder

.and more friendly'towardb

feelings
.

"He's cer5ainlya warm, understanding
person."

.
s

.4 A .

..,,..Describing feelings: "When Ad Acts like that I feel embarrassed
and illat-ease."E

.Expressing feelings
. by labeling other:

. "

Ificontrast to interpersonal

'He's crude anti disgusting."

intentions and effects which are private,
.4'

actions are public and observable'. .They may be vertial ("good morningl")"

or (looking away when-passing another), brief (a*touch-on

the shoulder) or extended (taking a person out to dinner).

Interpersonal actions are communicative. They include attempts by.

the sender .to convey a message, wether or not it is received., as well as

actions that the receiver responds to as messages, whether or not the

sender intended them that way.

Here iss schematic summary of the.interpersonal gap.

A a private
intentions

. are private

ransforme' effects in

B.

, .

e . . .

The interpersonal gap, thus, contains two transformations. These '

/ A

steps
at

re referred to as coding and decoding operations. As actions

, A.
age a coded expression.ofhis inner state. B's inner response is a

iiesult of the way he decodes A's actions.. If B decodes A's behavior in

the same way that A has coded it, A will have produced the effect he intended.
4
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.

To b specific, let's imagine that ',feel warm and friendly toward

you. pat you on the shoulder. The pat, thus, is,an action code for my

A t.,. ..

. friendly feeling. You decode this, however, as an act o.t conde'scension.
t - . 4 .-

The effect of m/ behavior, thin, is that you feel pa down, inferior and
1. .

..

.

.

..
. .

. ,annoyed With me. Hy system of coding does not match your system of
1.

.. I'r
decoding and

4
the.interpersonal gap, consequent4, is difficult to bridge.

. ..

. We can now draprA more complete Picture of the, interpersonal gap
. -. ..

as follows. . .

. .

A's A's Effect

Intentions Actions on B.

., Private,. Public; Private;
cs,known to

(-
observable

44) ,

known to

A only' by anybody
. .....

, I

B only

.

. 1 .

, 1

6
1 .

System of System of

Encoding . Decoding,

Must be
inferred.
by B

Must be
inferred
by A

You may be unaware of the ways you code your intentions and decode
.

others' actions. In fact, you may have been unaware that you do. One

of'the important objectives of this study of.interpersonal relations

*is to help you become aware of the silent assumptions that influence

how you code and decode.

If you are aware of yotir encoding operation, you can accurately-

describe how you typically act when you feel angry, affectionate,
a

, threatened, uneasy, etc.

If
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If you are aware of your method of decodi.pg behavior of others, you

can describilaccurately.tho kinds of distortions or misreadings of others
7

you. typically make. Sot_ people, for example, respond to gestures of

affection as if they were attempts to limit their autonomy. Some respond

to offers of helpas if they were being put dowii, Some misread enthusiasm

as.anger.
r

Because different people use Aerent bodes, actionsgha ve no unique

and Constant meaning, bUt are iiterchaqgbable. As the diagram below
.4 1

shows an action m y express dieerent intentions, the-same intentioi may

/ .

glue rise to different actions, different actions may produce'the same

affect. and different effect's may be produced by the, same kind ofaction.
.

Cri E 1_1

..)Itte same tatention may be expressed by difkeren actions.
.

/ k111...e.tft LUtt

i

Actions

affection---- - - - -- 'Take them out to. dinner

- -4P- Buy them a gift .t
. .

Show interest in what they .say

...II. Don't Ineerrtipt,them when they are busy
arc'llreoccupied

1

7
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Different intentions may.be ekpressed by the same action.,

Intentions 4

TO put them in your social debt-
.

To swet.ten up a business-:dea1----

'Action

Take them out to dinner

To repay a social obligation---

To get closer to the other - .

4

To impress .the other-4 ---

The same action may lead to diff

Action

A takes B oat to dinner

rent 'effects.

Effects
. .

- feels uneasy, thinks, "rwonder
what A really wants'of me ?"

enjoys it, thinks, "A really'
likes me."

feels scornful, thinks, "A is
tryingto impress me."

am.

--01.-B feels uncomfortable,. ashamed;
thinks, "I never did Apything
like this for A."

Different actions may lead to the same effect.

Actions

A tells B he showed B's report to Ial-
top administration

A tells.B he has been doing an--
excellent job

A asks B fo

I

advice

IA gives B a! raise
4

It should be obvious that When you and I interact, each of us views

Effect
. .

B feels proud,.haripy; thinks,
"A recognizes my competence
and ability."

his own and the other's actions in a different frame of reference. Each

of us sees his own actions in the light of his own intentions, but we see

13

4.
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the other's actions in the light of the 'effect they have on us. This is
i

. . ,

'
the principle of partial information--dach party to an interaction has

different and partial information, agotet the interp6sonal gap.

Bridging the interpersonal gap requires that each person understand

how the other sees the interaction.

Eicampld:

1

.16

Jane,hadn't seen Tom Laird since they taught together at Brookwood
School., When,. she found that she would be attending a conference
in Tom's city she wrote to ask if she could visit him. Tom and
his, wife, &arge, whom Jane had never pet, invited her' to stay with
them for the three days of the donference.

After dinner the first night Jane was the one who suigesred thal they
clean up the dishes so they could settle down for an eyenin of talk.

She was feeling Warm and friendly to both or" the Lairds and so
grateful for theit hospitality that she wanted -to show them in some
way; As she began carrying the dishes to the kitchen, Marge and
Tom it first protested but when she continued cleaning up they -

began to aelp. In theikitchen, Jane took over only allowing Marge
and,Tom to help in little ways and to tell her where to find or
store things.

40

When they had finished in the kitchen, lane commented, "There now,
that didn't take long and everything's-spic and span." Marge e,
responded, It wasevery helpful of you. Thank you."

When Tom and Marge were prepiring foi bed later that evening, Tom
vat startledto hear Marge burst out with, "I was 'sti hudiliated.
I just resent her so much I can hardly stand it."

"You mead Jane? What did she do that upset you so?"

"The way she took over. She's certainly a pushy, dominating person.
To come into my home as a visitor and then the moment dinner is over
organize the whole cleanup. -It's easy to tell that she thinks Tim
not a very good housekeeper. At first I felt' inadequate and-then I
felt angry. I'llkeep house any way I like: Who is shd4to show
de up? After all she's a guest gild you'd 'think she'd be grateful
fr our putting her up."

"Aw, emon, Marge, Jane was just trying to be helpful."

"Well, kt wasn't helpful. It was humidating. It's going to be

hard for me to be nice to her for threo days."

9

4.
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The following is a diAgram of the interpersonal,gap for the interaction
0

between Jane. and Marge:

J A N E

I

Jane's intention:

(I

A, ,

'I want them to know
1 like them and am

' graceful tb them."

4

Jane's influence,
about the effect on
Marge: "She knows -1

am graceful.. She
appreciates my
gesture."
*,

Note the gap between

Interactidn

= Jane initiate an

organizes kitchen
luanup.

of

Marge satZi, "Thank
ybn It wab.helpfu
of you.".

". MARGE

Effect on Marge:
feel inadequate.
resent her."

Marge's inference
about Jane and Jane's
intentions. "She's
pushy. She looks down
on my Housekeeping:"

.

A

Marge's intention: 'I

don't want her to know
1 feel inadequate and
that I resentadter."

f

Jane's intention and Marge's inference, about

Jane's'intentipn. They do:not match.. In facet, they are almost oppoiites.

Note the gap between the effect of Jane's action Qn Marge and Jane's

inference about'.the effect en Marge.' Again they ate almost opposite.. .

, .'... ,

However, within dach person the situation is balanced. Jane's

intention is congruent with the effect she believeslroccurreein Marge.

Likewise, the inferences Marge makes about Jane fit with her feelidgs as

a result of"Jane's action..

1",he action code that Jane tsed to convey her friendly .feelings 'was. k
;

. .
.

decoded quite differdntly by Marge.
.

WhY didHarge tel). Jane she had been helpful if she really

resented it? .

Lo
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PARAPHRASING .

A Basic Commpnication Skill 'for
Improving Intettpersonal Relationships

The Problem
4

. Tell somebody your phone number and he will usually repeat it

to make sure he heard it correctly: However "ifyou make a compficated
`

statement,mos'i people will express agreement or disagreement without

drying to insure that they are responding to what you intended. Most

people seem to' assume that what they understand from a statement is

what the other imtended.

How do you check to make sure that you understand another person's

ideas, information or suggestions as he intended them? Hem do you '

know his :remark meaps'the same to you as it does to him?

Of course, youcan get the other per sop to clarify his remark

by asking, "What do"you mean?" or, "Tell me more." or by saying, "I

_don't understand." However, after he has elaborated, you still face---1'

a..
1

the same question, "Ain I understanding hls idea as he intended it to be

understood ?" Yopr feeling of certaintysis'no evidence that you do In

fact understand.

The Skill

4

O

1

If you state in your own way what his remark conveys to you, the

other can begin Co determine whether his message is coming through as

he intended. Then; if he thinks you misunderstind, he, can slkak
4

directly to the specific misunderstanding you have revealed. The'teri

PARAPHRASE can be used for ANY MEANS iF SHOWING THE OTHER'PERSON WHAT

HIS IDEA OR SUGGESTION.MEANS TO YOU.

1.b

4
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Paraphrasing, then, is any way'of revealing your understanding

0

of the other persons comment in order to, test your' understanding.

An additiral benefit of paraphrasing is that it lets the other

.

know that you are interested in him. It is evidence that you do want to

*

understand what he means. = %

IMP

If yo u can 1atisfy.the 9ther that
.

you really do understand his ..__,

point, he,yill probably be more willing,to attempt to understand your views.-

Paraphrasing,

interpersonal gap.

thus the degree

thus,-is crucial in.attempting to bridge the
, .

0

(1) It increases the accuracy of Communication, and
.

. i
. .

.
.

mutual or shared understanding. (2) The act of

paraphrasing itself conveys feeling...your interest in the other, your

concern to see how he views things.

Learning to Paraphrase
.4

Poolae sometimes think of paraphrasing as merely putting the

other person's ideag in another way. They try,,,tosiy -the same thing

40

with different words.' Such-word- swapping may result merely in the
.

illusion of mutual understanding. See the following example:.

Sarah: Jim should 'wirer have become a teacher.

4 Pred: You mean 'teaching isn't the right loo for him?

Sarah: Exactly% Teething is not the.tight_job...for.Jim.

Instead of trying- to reword Sarah's 'statement Fred might have

asked himself, "What does Sarah's statement mean to me?",. In that ease

the interchange might have sounded like this 4

Sarah :. Jim should never have become:a teacher.

:Fred:, You mean he is too harsh on the children...mayb, .

even cruel?
IP
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O

Sarah: Oh, no. L meant that he has s104..q4pensive tastes

that he 41:1't ever earn enough, as a teaqber."

- 'Oil, I see. You think he should have gone into a
field that 1.kuld have insured. him a higher standard

of liviing?

Sarah: Exactly! Tea.hing is, not the right jobs for Jim.

"Effective paraphlisiriglis.m0 trick gr a verbal gimmick: It

comes,frpm an attitude, a desire to know what the other means. And to'$

satisfy thiadesire y6u reveal the meaning his comment.had,fer.you

so that ,..he other can check whether it.matchs the meaning he t-

intended to 'convey. .
4., e

/ . ,..

. t .
If the othtesstatement was genral, it may convey something

specific to you . r * A
. .

, .:. .

.
.

Larry: I think this i4 ri,very onortextbook.

.
You: Poor? You mean it has tno many inaccuracies?.
Larry.: No, the text is accurat', but the book comes

apace too. eastiy. ..

Possibly the 'other's comment sugge:Its an,example to you.
.

O

Laura; This text has rno many'emissionse shouldn't
adopt it.

You: °Do you mean, for example, that it contains' nothing
about th.e.tiegro's rote In the development of America?

Laura:, Yes, thaL'$: one examptg. It also lack's any
discussion of the development of the arts in America.

If the speaker's comment wis very specific, it-may contreS7.a

more general idea to you.

Ralph:
You:

II
4

'Ralph:

Sometimes ,the

Stanley:

You:

Or

Do-you have 2: p'encAls T can borrow cor ley class?
Do you lust want sereCing fq.f them to write wiihR
r-hal& about 15 ball,-po:ni pens and 10 or 11 pencils.

Great. Anything wh;ch writes will do.

other's idea will sugeet its inverse or opposite to you. .

I'think-the Teachers' Cnien acts so irresponsibly
because the administrni;cin has ignored-them So long.

'Do you mean the T.U. would be less militant now
if the adthinistration had consulted wit;b:gbem in

the past?
13
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Stanley: Certainly.
sto more and

To develop your sktapin An

ink the T.U. is being forced
more .despetate measurs..

derstanding others, try different ways

of conveying your interest in undeistanding what they mean'and revealing .

.

what the other's statements mean to you: Find outwhit kinds of

response are helpful"WaYs of paraphrasing for you.
.

The next time someone.is angry% withiyoti or is criticizing.

you, try to paraphrase until you can demonstrate

what-he is trying to cpfivey'as he intends it

this have on your geelings and on his?

S

,

;-

that you understand
Q.

What effect does

P.

a

s

.19
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HANDLING MISUNDERSTANDINGS)

.

pzelitig with. Breakd6wns in Communication

Real communication is very hard to achieve. We iendto judge,

to evaluatelto approve or d *rove before we really underdtand.

.

whatthe other person is saying -- before we understand the frame of
t..: ..

reference from which he .is talking. This tendency of most humans to
.

, . ..
.

react.Urst by4forming $n' evaluation ofidiat has just been said, to
..

evaluate it from their own point of 'view, is a majbarrier to mutual

. . .

interpersonal communication.
1

.i.s.. . .
.

.

Progress toward,understanding can be made when this evaluative
. . .

1

tendency isVidedwhin we listen with understandingwhen we are
. . . .

r

actively listening to what is being said. What does this mean? It

..gueans-to,sde the expressed idea and attitudes from the other person's

poi.nt of view, to sense.how it feels to him, to achtevethis frame of

reference .in regard to the thing he is talking about.

This soundd simple, but it is not.

. To test the quality of your unaerstanding,.try the following.

If you see two people talking past each othdr, it yoll find yourself

`in in argument with your friend, with your wife or within a'small'group,

stop the discussion for a moment, and for an experiment, institige this

rule of Carl Rogers. "Each person can, speak up for himself only after he

has first restated the ideas and feelings °hale preVioui speaker

accurately- -and to that speaker's satisfaction."

,
1The approach proposed here for dealing with misunderstandings was firsts
stated by Carl Rogers in 1951, This abstract,,elaboration and extension -

.of his ideas for handling conflict was prepared by Floyd Mann, Center

for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, UnivArsity of

Michigan. (For more information, see Cara Rogers. On Bedbming a Person.

Boston: liquelton Mifflin. 1961, Chapter 17.)
ti-
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b.
This would nean'that before presenting your own point of view,

it would be necessary for you to really achieve the,othef-speaker's

frame of reference--to understand his thoughts and feelin6'so well
. .

that you could summarize them for him. This is a very effective

others.process for improvinecommunications and relationships with others. It

is much more difficult to.do behaviorally thanryou would suspect:

What will happeq if you try to do this during an aigument?

You will find that your own next'comments will have to b

drastically revieed. 'You, will final the emotion going out of the
1

discussion, the differences being redUced. There is a decrease in

defensivdness, in 'exaggerated statements,, ins evaluating and critical

behavior. Attitudes become more positive and problem solving. The

differences which remain are "of a rational anduWderstandable sort.

' Or they are real differencesan basic values.
t.

.What are the risks? The obstacles? What are the difficulties

that keep this bit of knowledge from hang utilized?
'

- 1 .','
,--:

Try this and you risk being influenced by the other per on. You ...'
\

1*

might see it his way--lave to change your. position. 'There the risk of

* .. - I.

change. In this sense, listenig can be dangerous--and courage is required. .

There is a secondobstacle. X,Dis dust when emotions are
. ,

strongest that it is most difficult td achieve the frame of reference

; of the other person or qoUp.A. third, party, who is able ,to lay aside

his own feelings.aniAlluations,ican assist greatly by listening

with understanding to each person or group and clarifying the'views and

arritudes.each holds. A third partycatalist4siy, incidentally, have

.16
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great difficulty in intervening and proposing the use of this

approach. Any iaterveniion into a heated discussion can be interpreted

by one party or the other as someone taking the othil.r person's sine.

This is especially true if the third party asks you to try anf state

O

the othef person's ideas and feelings when you have not really been

listening, but thinking what you should say next when he4 'pauses to

Vice 4 breath.

Another difficulty stems from our notions as to what is proper

to ask,a person to do in a discussion: itseems quite:lir/thin-good

taste to ask a person CO restate hoW he sees the situation. But to ask

him :to restate the other Man'..positiam is nbt consistent with our'

comae -3n. sense xays ofandling differences. The one who would change

the pattern--try to break out of the viciouecircleof increasingly

greater otisunderttanalisg--musugh confidence in himself to

be able to propose something different. He will have to have an

appreciation of how to go from dealing with misunderstandjngs to '

.
. .

ii.fhandling.conflict and using differencts--of how differences can be

)ko
. . .

used to find more elegant solutions to problems. Equally useful will
f

be an awareness that thesis ---ft.antithesis---mi.synthesis,is a potential

outcome from a developmental discu'ssion of differences. Discussions 1".

in which one person loses and the other wins seldom solve anything

permanently. When a person senses a win-lose situation developing,

it should be interpreted as a clue to the need for a nerd approich, a

search for alternate eolUtions, to be sure there is not another
.

answer to the problem.

4

o
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The greatest difficulty of .all, of course, is to learn to use

If

the rule when.you yourself axe in an increasingly heated verbal

0

. A
exchange. Not to be dependent -on a third person to intervene wheyou-T%- .

,create or are a party to a gr6Wing misunderstanding is real evidence
f ,

.

.of understanding the approach propo-sed here. The full value of this

k

el

rule is available to us only when each of us can note that we are

getting increasingly irritated, angry andUnatte to communicate

' effectively...when we can use these signals tp ideptify the situation in

which we are personally involved and even trapped where the tule Right

4 employed..if we coul d retrieve the rule 'from our oemoty,and if .

we coad.use it behaviorally in an effective manner.

"1,

0

M

1,0

23.
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14141 TO USE A SKILL LIKE PARAPHRASING,

,Paraphrasing is a communication skill designed to help you understand

//.

othets. This is one offour communication skills you will be introduced
. .

,

t during this series . The other three ski 1,1t afire tehlvior' description;

description tof reeling and perception checking. The four skills are non

.new or unique and almost everyone uses.them at different times.. These
A . .

skills, can be learned, practiced, and'used to help you understand the

communication between youand others,

Of course, communication skills can seem overdone and artificial if_

used when it's not necessary1 They are best used when you want to make

sure that you and someone els'e clearly understand-what is being said.'

c
-

1

I

0

24
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NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR.?

4.

. The Problem

s

/

Much'is communicateduy the words we use and,the emphasis, or

"inflection) we give them. We also communicate in nonverbal ways such -as

frownidg, crossing our arms, loolsioVat the 'floor;Alwe speak, blushing,
.

.

looking at'the clock or beckoning with a hand.; :some.nOnverbal

convey an ide#, for example, putting # finger to your lips in

behaviors

a gestureE

of silence; others indicate feelings,.for example; smiling or pounding

your fist on as desk.
,

Nonvtal.behavior.is;often more spontaneous than the words we use.t.
. ,./.

It can present, therefore, a 'clearer picture of meaning which the
. . 4 - . t .

speaker intends to communicate than his words alone. There is-a potential

problem howevei-: UNLESS WE USE THE SKILL OF PERCEPTION CHECKING, WE MAY

-SOMSTIMES BE INTERPRETING OTHER PERSON'SNONVERBAL CUES- INCORRECTLY. .

Closing me's eyes can be interpreted as boredom. However, Ore people

,close their eyes to shut out distractions or, interruptions when they with

to concentrate or listen more closely to what is being said. It's

important to be sure we know the-correct meaning of any nonverbal behavior

that influences us in the communication.

Another possible problem can arise when el Communicate things hon-
.

verbally that you are unaware of. You probably use many sponl(neous

nonverbal mannerisms that others observe but that you are not conscious of

uifng. These are part of your personal style of interpersonal communica-

tiOns. Some of these mannerisms may have obvioUs meaning to thoAe around

you. Some mannerisms you use may only be understood correctly by those

w10 know you wdll. They may cause frequent confusion or misunderstanding

.

20
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.

for those who do not know 4fou well. It can be important to,become aware

of the nonverbal mannerisms which are part of your style. YPu can then

use them in a way that matches what you are.saying. You can then also

help others tolearn what they mean as part of your personal, individual

' style of communicating. For example, you might find it is helpful to

tell others, "People sometimes think I'm doubting them when they see me

'Ilse my eyebrows. That's generally not the case for me. I have a habit

of raising my eyebrows when I hear something that especially interests t.

m

The Skills

Three skills. can help improve that part of interpersonal communication.
.

at which is nonverbal. The first is the skill of "perception check'. If ycoi

gAr,a person's nonverbal behavior is influenCing your reaction to the

person you are communicati4 ng with, you may be wisgrto check whether you
s / . .

.

.

have a correct understanding of that behavior.
t \

.
\

The second skill is to recognize your onnonveltal.behaviors.

N

This is a difficult thing to learn. Few people have\experiedce with

observingthemselves.as they:communicate. One way to do it is to use-

films!or videotapes. An opportunity., to use such expeilsive equipment to

"see ourselves as others see Us" can be revealing and extremely helpful.

Another way to get such vfeesback" is to ask others to watch you and

describe your behaviors .to you. You 'can learn to watch for clues that

. you may be communicating meanings nonverbally that are causing problems.

s If you suspect ais is happening, it can sometimes help. to suggest that

the other person share his perceptiop of how you are reacting.. Getting

. him to use "perception check" may lead to a needg clarification as well

' as provide "feedback" to you about nonverbal behavior you are unaware of.

2
21
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The third skill involves giving and receiving feedback, i.e., sharing

,

if6rtssions and reactions of the other pelaon's behavior. A number of

. -
spec&fic suggestions for giving and receiving feedback are given in another

. -

.

tt4orS, paper. Two especially important guidelines foi clarifying meanings

or

r

. of nonverbal behavior are perception checking to be sure you understand

u -
what the other is seeing in you and being specific in asking him to observe

your nonverbal mannerisms. Examples of being specific would be to say,
.

"Watch and tell me after the meeting whether there are times you
think I appiared to be bored."

OR

Have I been doing anything as you spoke that indi..ated times I
agreed or disagreed withyour Ideas?"

27
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BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION1
A Basic Communication Skill for
Improving Interpersonal Relationships

cs.;

The Priablem
8

If you and another person are to discuss the way you work together

or what is happening in yburirelationship,hoth.of you must be able to

talk about what each does that affects the other., This is not easy.

Most of us have trou6le describing another's behavior clearly enough

that he can understnd what actions of his we have in mind.

Instead of describing the other person's behavior weusually

diiCuss his attitudes, his motivations, his traits and personality

characteristics. Ofteh our statements are more expressive of the way

we feel about the other's actions than they are informing about his

behavior.\,And yet we may be unaware of our feelings at the time...

Let's suppose you tell me that I am...16de (a trait) or that I don't'
. . .

.

care about your opinion (my motivation).. Because I am not trying to

41.

0 ^

be rude and becAule I feel that I.do care,about your opinion,',I don't

understand what you are trying to communicate. We certainly have not

moved closer to a shared understanding. govever, if you point out

11.

that several times in the past few minutes I have interrupted you and Z
t N

have overridden you before you could finish what you were saying, I .

, . .

receive a more exact picture of which actions of pine and affecting you.

The Skill 4 . f

. . .' %

. . Behavior description means reporting specific, observable actions

of others without placing a value on them as right or wrong, bad ,or good,%

and without making accusations or generalizations about the other's

motives, attitudes or personality traits.

.Bohn L1 Wallen 28
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' You try to let others know what behavior you are responding

to by describing it clearly enough and dpecifically enough that they

know what you/observed; To do 'this you must describe visible

evidence actions that are Open to anybody's observation; Sometimes, for

practice, it is helpful eo.try beginning your description with "I saw

that..." or "I, noticed that..." or "I heard you say..." to remind

.yourself that you are trying to describe specific actions.

Example: "Jim, ypu've talked morethanvothers on this topic. Seyeral

times ybu cut off others before they had finished."

NO$: "Jim, you're too rude!" which names a trait and'
gives no evidence.

NOT: "Jim, you always want to hog the center of attentions"

which inputes an undesirable motive or intention.

Example: "Bob, you've taken'the opposite of nearly everything Harry
has suggested today."

NOT: "Bob, yoU're just trying to shLy Harry up." which
is an accusation of undesirabl..; motivation.

NOT: "Bob, you'rc being stubborn." which is name calling.

Example: "Sam, you cut in before I had finished."

NOT: '"Sam? you deliberately didn't let mfinish." The
word "deliberately",implies that Sam knowingly and
intentionally cut you off. All that anybody can
,observe' is that he did/cut In befo4.you had finished.

Seyeral members of the grqup had told Ben that he was too arrogant.

Ben was confused and puzzled by this judgment. He was confused because he

0

didn't know what to do abdut it; he didn't know what it referred toe He

was puzzled because he didn't feel arrogant or scornful of the others.'

In faci, he admitted that he really felt nervous, and unsure of himself.

29
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Finally, Joe commented that Ben often laughed explosively after making

a comment that seemed toltave no humorous aspe.7-ts. Ben said he had been

unaware of this. Others immediately recognized this was the behavior that

made them. perceive Ben aslOoking down on them and, therefore,es being

arrogant. The pattern, thalwas as follows. When he made a statement

of which he was somewhat:unsure, Ben felt insecure. Ben's feelings of

insecurity expressed themselves in an explOsive laugh aftef making the

statement w the other person perceived Ben as laughing at him

lithe ,

other person feltnput down and humiliated-------4P-the ,

other expressed his, feeling of humiliation by calling Ben arrogant. Note

that B iBen ad no a wareness of his own bel eitviovhich was being misread
I'

until Joe accurately described what Ben was doing. Then Ben could see

that his laugh was a way of attempting to cope wi'th.his own feelings of

insecurity.

To develop skill in desCribing behavior you must sharpentyour

observation of what actually did occur. You must force yourself,to

pay attention to what is observable to hold inferences in abeyance:

As you practice this you may find that Many of your-conclusions'about

others are

affection,

accusations

expressions

based less on observable evidence than on your own
.

feelings of '

insecurity; irritation, jealousy or, fear. For exaMple,

that attribute undesirable motives to another are usually

of the spea ker's negative feelings toward the other and

not descriptions at all. .

30
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DEFENSIVE COMMUNICATION'
At.

One way to understand Communication is to view it as a people

process rather than as a language process. If one is to make fundamental

improvements in communication, he must make changes in interpersonal

relationships. One possible type of alteration--and the one with

which this paper is concerned,--is that of reducing the degree of

defensiveness.-

Defensive behavior is defined as that behavior whichoccurs',When an
.

individual perceives threat or anticipates threat in the group. The .:

person who behaves defensively, even though he also gives some attention,

to the common task, devotes an appreciable portion of'his energy to

defending himself. Besides talking aboulophe topic, he thinks about how 0.

'he appears to others, how he may be seen more 'favorably, how he may win,

dominate, impress, or escape punishment, and/or how he may avoid or

mitigate a perceived or an anticipated attack.

Such inner feelings and outward acts tend to create similarly

defepsive postures in others; and, if unchecked, the ensuing circular

response becomes increasingly destructive., Defensive behavior, in short;

engenders defensive.listening, and this in turn produces postural,

facial and verbal cuesOhich raise the defense levelvf tie original

communicator.

Defense arousal prevents the listenek from concentrating upon the

message. Not only do defensive communicators send off multiple value,

motive and affect cues, but also defensive recipients distort what they receive.

I .

LJack R. Gibb. "Defensive Communication." The Journal of Communication.
11: 141-148; September 1961.-
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'As a person becomes more and more defensive, he becoies less and leas

..

able to perceiye accurately the motives, the values and the emotIon4

of the sender. My analyses of tape-recorded discussions revealed that

increasekin defensiYe behavior were correlated positively with losses
. .

in efficiency in cothounication.4 Specifically, distortions became

grea terwheh defensive states existed in the groups.

The converse, moreover{-also is true. The more "supportive"

or defense reductive the climate, the less the receiver reads into

the communication distorted loadings which arise frqm projections

of his own anxieties, motives and concerns. As defenses are reduced,

the receivers become better able to concentrate upon the structure, the

content and_thecognitiye'meanings of the message.

In working over an eight -year period with recordings of discussions

occurring in varied settings, I developed the six pairs.of defensive

and supportive Jategories pr4sented in Table . Behavior which a V

listener'perceives as possessing a ny of thecharaCteristics listed

in the left-hand ..olumn arouses defensiveness, Whereas that which he

interprets as having any of the,qualities designated as supportive

r *.

reduces defensive feelings. The'derree of which these reactions occur

depends upon the personalcleyerof defensiveness and upon the general.

climate In the group at the time .3,

ow'

75;ZI7-17 Gibb. "Defense,Leyel and Giluenca Potential in Small Groups."1;
Leadership and Interpersonal Behivior. Edited by L. Peirullo and

B. M. Bags.. New YOrk:, 'Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961, pps. 66-81.
3Jack.B. Gibb. "Sociopsychological Processes of Group Instruction." The

Dynamiub of Instructfonal Groups: Edited by N. B. Henry, Fifty-Ninth...7,

,° Yearbook, Part II, Nation4 Society for the Study of Education, 1960.4 ...
r

1 , . a 4.

pps. 115-135.. ' 1/4
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TABLE

CATEGORIES OF-BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTIC OF '

SUPPORTIVE AND DEFENSIVE CLIMATES IN-

4.

SMALL GROUPS 4

DEFENSIVE CLIMATES SUPAORTIVE CLIMATES

1. Evaluation 1. 'Description

2, Control 2., Problem Orientation
3. Strategy, 3. Spontaneity
4. IeTality . 4. Emphathy
5. *Sup riority '5. Equality
61 Certainty 6. Provisionalism

.1

,
, Speech or other behavior which appears evaluative increasesi 4

. . , . .

defensiveness. If by expresiion, manner of speech, tone of voice. or ,

.

...

. verbal content the sender seems to'be evaluating cr judging the listener,
.

,

, then the receiver goep on ward. Of course, other factors may inhibit
Ir. .

./

the reaction.: if ,the listener tho4ght that the speaker regarded him

. . o
as an equaladrwis being 'open and spontaneous, for example, the.

. . ,
.

, evaluativeness in a message would be neutralized and Perhaps not even
.w 4

perceived. This same principle,applies.,equally tothe other five:

categoriits of potentially defense-producing climates.' The six sets

are interactive.
1 ,

: Because our attitudes toward other persons are frequently, and

often necessarily, evaluative, expressioni,whichthe defensive person

will regard as nonjudgmental are hereto frame. Even the simplest

quiation 'Usually conveys. the answer that the sender Wishes or implies

1

the response that would fit into his value system. A mother,,for example,

immediately following an earth tremor that shook the house, sought or

her smallpson with the question:- "Bobby, where are you?"
.

The timid

4

, 6

0,
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'and plaintive "Mommy, I didn't do it." indicated how Bobby's

4

chronic' mild defeniiveness predisposed him to react with'a projection

of his own guilt and in the context of his chronte assumption that

questions are full of accusation. .s

Ahyone who has attempted to train professionals't6 use

A
laformation-seeking speech with neutral affect appfacia;es how difficiat

'' *.

IA 'is to teeth a person to say even'the simple "Who did pat?" without
. -... . .. ..

- 4
being seed as accusing. Speech i; so freqhently judgmental that there is

.
. .

4-

. a reality base for,the defensive interpretations which are sd-common.
.

S
. When insecure,. group members are particularly likely to pface

. .

blame.,to,gee others, as fitting into categories qUgood or bad,, to melte

-..'

. .

mqral judgments of shqir colleagues, and to qUestion the value, motive .:

and affect loadings of the speech which the'Y hear. Since value

Waft:141gs imply a judgment of others, a belief that the standards of

0

tne:mpeaker differ from hisldwn, 'causes the listener to become

defensive.

/Descriptive speech. in contrapt to that which is evaluative, tends
A

. .

tu arouse di...minimum of uneasiness. Speech acts which the listener

.

perceives 4s genuine requests for informatiorOr as material with.. '

neutral "loadings are desdriptive. SpeciAcally, presentitions .of

4% ivelings., events, perceptions or processed, which do nc.t ask or imply

the' the reteiver chipge behavjoi Or attitude are minimallyrnense.

prudwing. The,difficulty in avoiding overtone is illustrated by the
e

prublon. of news repotters'imNritingstories about unions,.communipp,
. -

Negroesand rellgious activities-,witricKt tipping off the "party" line

t

3 4

-
.. 4

" 0
ar VP
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of the-newspaper. One cap pften'tell from the opening words a

news article which side the editorial policy favors.

Speech which is used to oontrol the listener evokes resistance.
0

In most of our social intercourse someone ds thing to do,something to

'someone
. . .

'someone else--to change an attitude, to influence behavior or to
% r..

-taWict the field of activity. The degree to which attempts to control

4

producedefensiveneas depends upon the openness of the effort, for

a suspicion that hidden motives exist heightens resistance. For, this

reason, attempts, of nondirective therapists and progressive educators

to refrtain from 'imposing a set oevalues a pOint of view or a problem
4

solution upon the receivers meet with many barriers. Since the norm is

Ixcontrol, noncontrollers must earn the perceptions that their efforts have
. ..

c'

.

F no ,hidden motives. A.bombardment of persuasive "messages ", in the

0

. ,r .

fields of politics, education, apecial;causes, advertising, religion,

medicine, industrial relations and guidance has bred cynical and
I

.

paranoidal responses in listeners.

Implicit in all attempts to alter another person is the assumption

by the change agent that theperson to-,be altered is inadequate. That

the speaker secretly views the listener as ignorant, unable to make his
.

own decisions, uninformed, immature, uniase or possessed of wrong or-,
.

.
0 . .

inadequate attitudes is a subconscious perception which gives the latter

a valid base for defensive reactions: , i

Methods-of control are. many and varied. Legalistic insiseenCe on

detail, ristricii4 regulations and policies, ConformitT norms and all

laws are among the methods. 9eitures, facial ,expressions, other

. forms of nonverbal communication, and'even such simple aats as holding-

30
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a. door open in a particular manner are means of imposing one's will upon

'another and hence are potential sources of resistance.

Problem orientation, on the other hand, is the antithfsis,of

persuasion. When the sender communicate4 a desire toc0labfrate in
. .

defining a mutual problem engin seeking its solutidn, he tends' to
.

create the sammaproblem orie L tation in the listener; and, of greatei

impor4nce
*
he impliesithat he has no predetermined solution, attitude or., , . .

method to impose. Such behavior is permissive in that it allows the

receiver to set his own goals, make his own decisions and evaluate

his own progress--or to share with the sender in doing so. The exact

0

methods of attaining permissivenese;are not known, but they must involve 4.

a.constellation of cues and they certainly go beyond mere verbal

assurances that the communicator has no hidden desires to exercise control.

. When the sender is perceived as engaged in a stratagem involving

ambiguous. and multiple motivations, the receiver becomes defensive,
4

N6 one wishes to be a gui ea pig, a role player or an impressed actor, and

no one likes to be the v tim of some hidden motivation. That which is

concealed, also, may a emir larger than it really is with the degred

of defensiveness of the listener determining the perceived size of the

suppressed element. The intense reaction of the reading audience to the
6

material in the Hidden Persuaders° indicates the prevalence of defensive

reactions to multiple motivations behind strategy. Group members who

. . . .

are seen as "taking a role;" as feigning emotion, as toying with their

'eolleaguea, as withholding information or as having special sources of

t.
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data are especially resented. One participant once complained that
, .

another was "using a listening technique", on him!
4

A darke part of the adverse. reaction to much of the so-called huban .

relations training is a feeling against what are perceived as gimmicks

and cricks to fool or to "involve" peoOli., to make arperson think he
A

is making his own decisidn or to.eiake the listener feel that the sender

-is genuinely interested in him. as f perion. Particularly violent
.

reactions occur when it appears that someone is trying to make a strategem
"...,

.

appear spontaneous. One person has reported a bosswho incurred

resenesent by habitually using the gimmick. of "spontaneously" loOking

at his watch and saying, "My gosh, look at the timerI must run teen

00

appointment." The belief was that the bois would creati:lesi) irritation

by honestly asking to be excused.

Similarly, dm-deliberate-assumption of guilelessness and `natural
. .

. .

simplicity is especially resented.' Monitoring the tapes of feedback
,

.

and evaluation sessions in training groups indicates the surprising

extent to which members perceive the strategies of their colleagues. This

.perCeptual clarity may be quite shocking to the strategist, who usually

feels that he has cleverly hidded the .motivational aura around the
0

. "gimmick.".

0 , . .1
This aversion to deceit may account for one's resistance to

politicians who are aospected of behind-the-scenes planning to get his

vote, to psychologists whose listening apparently is motivated by more
.

Chan the manifest. or content-level interest in his behavior, or' to the

sophisticated, smooth or clever person whose "one-upmanship" is marked

0 3./p 32 .



.with guile. In tfaining groups the role-flexible person frequently is

resented because his changes in behavior are perceived as strategic

maneuvers.

In contrast., behavior which appears to bespontaneous and free of

deception is defense reductive. tf the communicator is seen as having a

clean id, as having noncoiplicated motivations, as being straightforward

and honest and as behaving spontaneously in response Co the situation,

he i$ likely to arouse minimal defense.

When neutrality in speech appears to the listener to indicate a Lack

of concern for his welfare, he becomes defensive.

usually desire to.be perteived as valise persons,

Group members

as _individuals of

special worth and as objects of concern and affection. The clinical,
r

detached, person-is-an-object-of-s iudy attitude on the part ,of many

psychologist-trainers is resented by group members. Sp ch with low

affect that communicates little warmth or caring is in s ch contrast

affectiadeh speech in social situations that it sometimes

.

communicates rejectioh.

Communication that conveys empathy for the feelings and respect

for the worth of the,listener, however, is particularly supportive
. ,

and defense reductive. Reassurance results wheu a message indicates that

the speaker identifies himself with thelistener's problemsw shares his

. ,

feelings and accepts his emotional reactions at face value. Abortive
-

efforts to deny the legitimacy of the receiver's emotion* by assuridgithe

receiver that he need not feel bad, that he should not feel rejected,
,

or that he is overly anxious, though often intended as support giving, may

38
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impress "the listener as lack o f acceptance. The combination of

understanding and empathizing with the other person's emotions with

no accompanying effort to change him apparently is supportive It a high

iivel.

.

The ImpOrtance of ,gestural behavioral cues in communicating empathy

should be mentioned. AkOpaiently spontaneous facia/ and-bodily ' .

. 0
evidences of concern are often interpreted as especially validatvidence.

s , ..,
a

'of .deep-level acceptance,:
0

. .

- .

.
. .4'

When a person communicates to another that he feels superior in
. -

.
% ../ . .

Position;power, wealth, intellectual ability, phyiical characteiileics or

Cher ways, he arouses defensiveness. Here, as vith'the other sources
0

ofAisturbance, whatevek arouves;fedlings of inadequacy causes.the

istener to center upon the affpct loading of the statement rather

'than upon the cognitive elements . The receiver then 'reacts by 'not_

0.

hearing the message, by'forgetting it, by competing with the sender,

or by becoming jealow of him.

The person who is. perceived as4feeling superior communicates

that he is not willing to enter into a shared problem-solving relationship,

that he probably does not desire feedback, that be does not require.

help, and/or thathe will be likely to,try to reduce the power, tHe

status or the worth of the receiver..
.

Many ways exist for creating the atmosphere that the sender'feels

himself equal to the listener. Defenses 4re reduced when one pgrceivap the

.
sender as being.willing to enter into participative planning with mutual

,

4

. ow . %

tr(it and respect.
.

Differences in talent, ability, worth, appearance,

34
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status and power oftehoxist, but the low-defense communicator .

$ S i ...

r.

seems, to attach little, importance to these distinctions. ."
...

'

.

'.The effects ofAdogmatism in producing defensiveness are well Rnown.

* .

Those who seem to know the answers, to require ', additional data and
e?p y ... -4 e

tb regard themselves as teachers rather than as coworkers tend to
.

,

put others on guard. 'Moreover, in my experiment, iistenern often

.

. "perceived manifest expressions of certainty as connoting Inward f eelings

of inferiority. They saw the dogmatic individ ual as needing to be right,

as wanting to win an argument rather than solve.a problem; and-as seeing

f

his ideas as truths to be defended. This kind of behavior often was,

associated with acts which others regarded is attempts to exercise

control.. Pectple''Who were "right" seemed to have low tolerance. for

members who were "wrong," thit is, those who Aid not agree with the sender.

One reduces the defensiihness of the listener when he communicates

that he is willing to experiment with his own behavior, attitudes and

ideas. The person who appears. co be takingyrovisional attitudeb, to"be

Investigating issues rather than taking sides,on the-, to be problem
. .

solving rather than debating, and to, be wi lling to everiAment and explore

;

tends to communicate that the listener may have some control over the

shared quest' or the invest4gation of the ideas. If a person is genuinely

-sear hingfor information and data, he does not resent help or coopany

along the way. z

Condlusion

The implications oftheabove material for the parent, the teacher,

the manager, the aaministrator or the therapist are fairly obvious.
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"Arousing defensiveness interfereswith compunication and this makes
r '. .4 "o. ' g t

\

.
it aifficult4and sometimes invossible - -for anyone\to convey ideas

P

\ .

. . .

clearly ancrto Move effectively toward the solution of therapeutic,
. .. ,..- .

i t
" .

. = educational or managerial.problems. .
.

..
.
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DESCRIPTION OF FEELINGS].

A Basic Communication Skill for
Improving Interpersonal Relationships

0

The Problem

TO communicate your own feelings accurately or to understand those

of others is difficult:

First, expressions of emotion rake many dilferet forms. Feelingi,

can express themselves in bodily changes, in.actions and in words.
..t.

(See the diagram on the next page.)

Second, any- specific expression of feeling pay come*Irom very

different feelings. A blush, for example, may indicate Chi: person is
.

feeling pleased, but it may also indidate that he feels annoyed,

embarrassed or uneasy.

Ltkewise, a specific feeling does {tot always get expressed in the

same way. for example, a child's feeling of'affection for his teacher

may lead him to blush when she stand$ near h/s desk, to'tou0 hei as he

passesher, to watch her as she walks around the room, to .tell her

"You're nice," to bring his pet turtle to show her, etc..; different forms

of expreision.indicate the child's. feeling of affeCtibn.

Communication of feelings, thus, is often inaccurate or even

misleading. What loots like' an expression of. anger, for example,

often turns-out to result from hurt feelings Or from fear.

. A furthers obstacle .to the accurate communication of feelings is that

your perception of what another is
%

feeling is based on so many different

kinds of information. Whensomebody speaks, you totite more than just the

words he says. YoU note his gestures, voice tone, posture, facial

expression, etc. In addition, you are Ware of the immediate present

'John L. Wallen

1

t
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HOW EMOTIONAL STATES EXPRESS THEMSELVES
a

Even when you
ate unaware of
'Tour feelings,
,your emotional
state may...

express itself
In these ways.

-

Physiological Expression: Heart Rate, Breathingt,
Blushing, Sweating, Wetping,

Expression in Actiors:' Huggil%, Hittift4. ,

Looking At or Away, Sliuching, Biting Lips...

COMMANL:::

QUESTIONS:
ACCUSA1=:%
NAME-CALL1NG:'

SARCASM:

JUDOENTS:
Approval:,

Disapproval:

"Iadlon't core about rat:."
'Iou're rude."
"You ertdinly sake a person iee;
appreciated!"

tYourre wondet;a:4
"You talk too much."

y; You cap.describe
your feelings
only when you
are aware of
whit they are.

"I hurt too such to hear any more."
"I'm afraid of going /this fast."
"lt hurt my feelings when you

forgot my birthday."
felt put down when you ignored
my comment."
resent it that you don't seem to

"1

appreciate what I did or you."
really enjoy.your sense of humor."

"I'm getting bored and beginning to
tune out."



situation ---the context in which the interaction is occurring. You are

ware of whether somebody is 'watching, for example. Therefore, you
'

make, assumptions about how the situation influelices what the other is
. .

. -.7, .

'feeling. Beyond all of this you also have expectations ba$ ed on your
, aR 4 '

. past experiences with the other.individual.
. ,

Ybu mak inferences from all of this informationwords, nonverbal

cues; the sit tional context, your' expectations of 'the other. These

inferences are influenced by your wn current emotional state. What you
7,4.

perceive the other to be'feeling, dim, often depends more upon what You.
are feeling than upon the --;t hen person's actions or words. For example,

if yoikare feeling guilty about something, you may Perceive others as

angry with yoh. If yo* are feeling depressed and discouraged sdient

yourself, others may seem to be expresiing disapprovalofyon.

Communicating your own and understanding the feelings Of others is an

extremely difficult task. And, yet; if you wish others to respond to you

as a persOn, you must help them understand how you feel. Likewise, if

.
you are concerned about the other as a person and about your relationship

with hiis, you must try to understand his emotional reactions.

The Skill

Although we usually try to describe our ideas clearly and

accurately, we often do not try to describe our feelings clearly.

Feelings get expressed in many different ways, but we do ntirt Usually

attempt to identify the feeling itself.

One way to describe a feeling is to identify or name it. "I feel angry."

"I feel embarrassed." "I feel comfortable with you." Bowever,'we do not

have'inongh names df labels to encompags the broad range of human

O
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emotions, and so ye invent other ways'to.describe out feelings, such

.

as the use of similes. "I feel like a tiny frog ina huge pond.".

A girl, whose friendly overture had just lieen rebuffed, said, "I feel'

like 1 have juit had an arm amputated."

A third way to describe a -feeling is to( rep rt what kind of action

the feeling urges you to do. "I feel like huggidg add hugging you."
"I

"I'd like to slap you.." "r wish could walk off and leave you."

In addition, many figures of speech serve as descriptions of

feeling. "1 just swallowed a bushel of spring sbnshifte."

Describing_Your On Feelings

When describing your feelings, try to.make'clear what feelings yok,

t
are experiencing by identifying them. The statement must (1) refer to

. ,

"I," "me," or "my," and (2) specify some kind of feelik by name, simile,

action urge or othek figure of speech.

Th.: following examples show the relation between two kinds of

expressions oI feeling,

feeling, and (.2) those

f

(1) those that describeyhat the speaker is

that do not.. Notice that expressions of feeling which

describLhe speaker's emotional state are more precise, less capable

of misinterpretation and, thus, convey'more accurately what feelings are

-affecting the speaker.

Expressing_feeling by describing
your emotional state

"I feel embarrassed."
"I feel' pleased."
"1 feel annoyed." .

"1 feel angry!"
"I'm,worried About this."
"I feel hurt by what you said."

Sf "

Expressing feeling without describing.

"your emotional state

Blushing and say nothing.

Suddenly becoming silent in the

midst of a.00nversition.

40
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"I enjoy her sense of humor.
"I respect het abillties.and'competence."
"t love. her but I feel I shouldn't say so."

"I hurt too much to' hear an more,
"I feel angry at myself."
"I'm angry with you." .

It

0

"She's a wonderful- person."'

Shut up,

Because emotional states express ehemstives simultaneously in

words, in actions and in physiological changes, a

,t
0

contradictory messages about' what he feeling.

person may. convey.

Fdr example, his-
.

l,actions Xa smi4 or laugh) miy contradict his,words (that he is

.

angry). The clearest emotional communication occurs when thd speaker's!
. - .,.

k..s

.
,106 .

. .
description of What he is feelifig match s and, thus, amplifies what

.

is being conveyed by'his acti apd
.

opher nonverbal expressions,of feeling.
.,',44 - 4'.-....2:

. 1
.

.4.:The aim in deecribingorpuil,Od feelingS is to start a dialogue that.

. - ', ..
.,

will
9
improve your relationship

:fp
1 .

.,.. .,., ,
-...

ith the other person. After all, oth ers

need to know how you feel if the are to take your feelings into,

!account. Negative. fedlings are

,

be gbing wrong In a relationship with another person. To ignore
9

.

ndicator signals that somethingmay.

_negative feelings is like ignorin a warnitit lights that indicates an

electrical circuit.is Oerloaded. lNegative feelings are a signal that

the two of you need_ to check for mi understanding and faulty communication.

After discussingthow each sees the situation or your felapionship,

you maydiscover that yOur fillings resalted from, false perceptions 'of
ItT

the situation and of_the ether Rerson's motives. In this case, your

feelingi would probably change. However, the other may discover that

4
his actions are arousing feelings in you that he wasn't aware of--feelings,

that others beside you might experience in response to his behavior - -and

he may change.

O
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In-short, describing your feelings should not be an effort to

coerce the other intq:changing so .that you won't 1Sel.as you do.

Rather,, you report your inner state as just one more piece of information

that is necessary if the two of you are to understand and improve your

relationship:

Perceptioleeck

You describe what ybu perceive to be the other's inner state in

orderto.check 'Whether you understand whit he feels. That, is, you

test to pee whether'you have decoded his expressions of feeling accurately.

. , .,

You transform his expressions of feeling into a tentative description of

4 .. .

his feeling. A good perception check conveys this message; "I want to

understandOr feeling --fs this (making a description of his feelings)

the way you eel?" t

t2amples:

ft.
"I get the impression you are angry with me. Are you?"

. '(NOT: "Why are you so angrywith me?" This is mind reading, nut
perception checting;) i.

.

"Am I right that you feel disappointed that nobody c.;mmented on your
suggestionl

"I'm not sure whether your expression 'means my comment hurt

your feelings, irritated or confused you." ,

.

Note that a perception check describes the other's feelihgs, and

does not express disapproval or approval. It merely conveys, "This

is how I understand your feelings. Ail accurate?"

47
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THE CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK . .'

.., .11-:

,

Bats can

.

wires without

whilp swimming

.

flylbrindfolded themeh a maze of tightly .Stretched piano

striking.one. Blindfdlaed(porpoises can wioid obstacles
, I

at top speed. Both,are-sending out.sound aves which

,
bounce off surroundifig objects. 'The refle4ted sounds which return xo the

animal are interpreted almost\Instadtaneauslv. They give him a picture

of his surrounding's as effectively as light waves reflecting into bhe '

to
eyes

4
of.a,peison. This remarkable ability to "see by listening depends,

.

... >

of course, on the animal sending outthe messages which can bounce back'

.

to; him. We call these retbrning messageVfeedback.,

,Electronicscientiet$ used his princip _ of feedback to develbp
\ : ..se

. ..le.. o

e
radar. ,'they had to many difficult problems inde veloping' :

effective radar systems. They Wed.to be sure tikat outgoing signals would
C

sCa6 all possible relevant objects". They hffd to be surelp t the returning

feedback signals wire heardunderstood -and the most important ones
AO.

sorted put from among the many feedback messages bei=ng' received.
,

You and I can use the conEeptc.ofsfeedback to improye our skills df
. , .- .

. .

interpersonal communications. WeiWill peel:Cm/overcome the same'kinds of 4

4 probleMs that electronic scientists, w ere faced with in order to use

4

feedback.effeotively, We need to learn ways to scanifor obstacles we
. .

may not be aFeze of in our abilities to communicate most- effect ively;

We must be sure we receive the feedback, understend it, and can identify

the most important messages. Ost important, we muse haveUays to use the

feedback For improvement once wp have received its. In many instances, this

procASS will necessitate some help fromlother people. To paiaphrase the

7
poet Robert Burns, Ebe idea here is to "see ourselves,as others see us."

43
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There are some things we know about ourselves and some we don't know.

There are some things that others know about us and some they don't know.

Per you and any other specific person this can be represented by the

folleedng diagram known as the Joe-Harry Window.*

Things about
*self the
other:

tt.

SI

Things It.,,out Myself That I--.

Knows

Does Not

Know

4

Know . Dont' Know

,
COmmen
,knowledge

My blind spots
such as bad breath,
that my best, friends
haven't told me
about yet

I
. !

My secrets and My hidden pptential
things I haven't . of things pnever
had a-chance to'. dreamed I could do
tell yet or be

As you develop a helping relationship with another person--a relationship

where each of you help the other to grow--the "blind spot" and "secret"

Areas become smaller as more information about each other becomes common"

knowledge. It is not meant to be implied here that a person should be.

completely or indiscriminantly open. There are things about each of us

that aren't relevant tothe helping relationships we have with others.

As those things that are relevant are shared, acid as they are found to be

helpful, a trust develops that allows us to explore and discover new

abilities in our area of hidden potential. One of the most important ways

this happens is through the giving and receiving of feedback.'

*Adapted from "The Johari WindoW" in Group Processes by Joseph Luft.

PaloAltot California: The National Press, 1963, pp, 10-I5.
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You

You

A You

P.
1

WHEN THE OTHER SHARES

his reaction to our.

behavior, this is called

FEEDKACIC.

There are

allow hi-m

but cause

.44111-.

Our behavior constantly

sends messages to others.

i4

Other

There are barriers in each of us which

allou us to receive some of this feedback,

.but which screen( some of it out.

barriers in the other. which
c.,

to share some of his reactions,

him to hold back on others.

Organization

:other

10.1

Other

There may be barriers in tUe.wayour organizations operate that make

it hard for some kinds of feedback to take place.

There are 4lso THINGS IN US, IN THE OTHER, AND' IN THE WAY OUR '-

ORGANIZATIONS operate that FACILITATE constructive exchanges of feedback.

4.

2
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A number of guidelines can help make the giving and receiving of

feedback effective. Things usually work best when these guidelines are

followed: However, these are only guidelines--not rules. There may be

exceptions to each gne. Don't think of these guidelines as the only way

to do it. Think, rather, of.whether "the usual guidelines" fpply in

"this particular instance."

Some Guidel4nes for Giving Feedback

.
I. READINESS OF THE RECEIVER

GiVetthe feedback only when there are clear.indications_tke receiver
is ready tole aware'of it. If not ready, the receiver will be apt
not to hear it or to misinterpret it.

2. DESCRIPTIVE NOT INTERPRETIVE
Giving feedback should be like acting as a "candid 'camera." ,It is
a clear. report of the facts, rather than your ideas about things

hippened or what was meant by them. It is up to the receiver to
consider the whys or the meanings or to invite the feedback 'giver
to do this considering with him.

3. RECENT HAPPENINGS
The closer the-feedback is given to the time the event took place
the better: When feedback is given immediately, the receiver is most
apt to be clear on exactly what is meant. The feelings associated
with the event still exist so tIpt this, too, can be part of
understanding what the feedback leans.

4. APPROPRIATE. TIMES
Feedback shoulo be given when there is a good chance it On be used
helpfully. It may not be helpful if the receiver feels thete is
currently, other work that demands more attention. Or, critical

feedback in front of otheri may be seen as'damaging rather than helpful.

5. NEW THINGS
There is a tendency in giving feedback to say only the obvious.
Consider whether the thing you are reacting to really may be new
information for the receiver. Many times, the thing which may be
helpful new inawmation is not simply a report of what you saw the
receiver doing, but rather the way it caused you to feel or the
sitwation.you felt it put you in.

6. CHARGEABLE THINGS
Feedback can lead to improvements only when it is about things which

can be changed.

51
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7. NOT DEMAND A CHANGE
The concept of feedback should not be
requesting a person to change. It is

whether he wishes attempt a change

If you wis0-to include your reaction
change iii. certain ways, this might be
helpful is to say, in effect, "I have
now Change"

8. NOT AN OVERLOAD
When learning how to give feedbaCk we sometimes tend to overdo it.

It's as though *a were telling the receiver, "Ijust happen to have

confused with the concept of
up to, the receiver to cdnsider
on the basis of.new.information.
that you would like to see him
helpful. What is not apt to be
told you what's wrong with .you,

a list of reactions here and if you'll settle,blck for a _few hours
read them off to you." The receiver replies, "Wait a cmtobte'.

I'd prefer you gave them to me one at a time at moments mbeql can
really work on them. I can'handle a long list all at once."

9. GIVEN TO BE HELPFUL'
you should alwayconsider your own reasons for giving your reactions.
Are you trying to behelpful td the receiver? Or are yipti really ,

just getting rid of some of your own feelings or.using the occasion to
tryto get the receiver to do something that would be helpful for you?
If you are doing more than trying to help the receiver with feedback
you should share your additional reasons so he will know better how to

understand what you are saying.
4.

10. GIVER 'SHARES SOMETHING
10 Giving feedback can sometimes take on the 'feeling of p "one-upsmanship"

situation. The receiver goes away feeling as though he's "ndt as good"

as the giver, because it was his potential forkimprovement that
was focused upon. The.giver may feel in the position of having given

a lecture from the lofty pinnacle of some imaginary state of perfection.

The exchange often can be kept in better balance by the giver including
some of his own feelings and concerns.

Some Guidelines for Receiving Feedback

1.' STATEWHAT YOU WANT FEEDBACK ABOUT
Let the giver know specific things about which you would like his

reactions.

e..

2. CHECK WHAT YOU HAVE HEARD
Ole& to be sure you understah4 what the giver'is trying to say.
Because the topic isyour own bhhavior, you may tend to move toward
thinking about the meanings of the feedback before you are sure you
are hearing it as'it was intended.

". ..
3. SHARE YOUR REACTIONS TO THE FEEPBACK

Your own feelings may become so involved that-you forget to share your
reactions to his feedback with the giver. If he goes of not knowing

whether' or not' he has been helpful and how you now feeltoward him, he may
be less apt to give ypu feedback in the future. The giver needs your

reactions about what was helpful and what was nbt so as to know he is

improving his ability to give you useful feedback. 47
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THE INTERPERSONAL EFFECT OF VARIOUS RESPONSES*

FREEING. EFFECTS:
4%

Increases others& autonoin as a person;. increases sense
of equality.

Active, attentive listening: Respc'sive listening, not just silence

Paraphrasing: Tescin8.to Ahsure the messa ge you received was the one
he sent

Perception check: Showing. your desire to relate to and understand him
41Las a person by cheqking your perception or his inneestate; showing
acceptance' of feelings'

Seeking information to help vou understand him: Qutions directly
relevant,wwhat he has said,, not ones that introduce new topics

Offering information relevant to the other's concerns: He may or may
not use'it

Sharing information that Has influenced your feelings and viewpoints

Directly reporting your or feelings

Offering new alternatives: Action proposals offered as hypotheses to
be tested

BINDING-CUEING EFFECTS: Diminishes other's autonomy
subordination

by increasing sense of

Chmg_h.:in the snkiect without explanation: For example, to avoid the
others feelings

,Lxplaining the other, interpreting his behavior: "You do that because
your mother always...." Binds bite to past behavior or may he seen as
an effort to get him to change

Advice and persuasion: "What you should do is...."

Vigorous agreement:
his mind

kxpectations: Binds
wrong?" Cues him 0
you can do it."

Binds him to present position--limits his changing

to past, "You never did this before. What's
future action, "I'm sure you "I know.

Denying his feelings: You don't really testae that:`' "You have no
reason to feel that way!"' Generalizations, "Everybody has problem&
like that."

*John L. Wallen, Portland, Oregon, 1965. (mimeo),
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The Interpersonal Effect of Various Respdnses (Corii.)

1

Approval on _personal grounds: Praising the othSr for thinking, feeling
. .

of acting in ways that yvi want him to, that is, for conforming to your
standards

Disapproval on versonal.grounds: Blaming or censuring the other for
thinking, acting, and'fepling in ways you do not want him to; imputing
unworthy motives to him .

Commands, orders: Telling the 'other what todo. ,Includes, "Tell_ me
what to do!"

Emotional obligations: Control through arousing feelings of shame.and.
inferiority. "How can you 4o this to me when I have done so much for
you?"

THE LFFECT OF ANY RESPONSE DEPENDS UPON THE DEGREE OF TRU4TIN THE RELATIONA1P

The less trust, tftVIess freeing effect from any response. The more trust,
the less binding effect from any response.
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EMOTIONS. AS PROBLEMS

.1111* 4
The way We deal with emotion is.the most frequenr source of difficulty

.

in our relations with others. Although each of us continually experiences

feelings about others and about himselfip. most..of.us have not yet learned.

to accept. and use our emoeions constructively, We not only are

uncomfortable when others express strong.feelings, but most of

us do not.even ,recognize, much'less accept, many of our, own feelings.

We, know, intellectually, that it is natural to have feelings. We

know that the capacity to feel is .as much a part of being a person as

.ts.the capacity to think and reason. We are aware of incompleteness in

0
the one who seems only to think about life and does not sea to feel--

.

co caresabout;'enjoy,.be angered and hiirt by.what goestint around him.

We know all this, and yet we feel that feelings. are disruptive, the

source of obstacles and problems its living and working with'others.

A It is not our feelings that are the source of difficulty in our

relations with others but the way we deal With them or our failure to

qse thei.

Because of our negatiye attitude toward emedions, because of cur fear

of and discomfort with our feelings, we spend much effort trying, in

one way or another,'t-P deny or ignore them. Look around you and observe

how you and others deal with feelings. Make your own observations and

see if they support.or contradict the point that our total reponse is

some variation of, "Don't.feel thap way."

To the person expressing disappointment,,dlscouragement or depression

we say things like, "Cheer up!" "Don't let it get you down." "There's

no use crying over spilt milk."t "Things will get better." In short,

"Don't fe;1 that way." To the sorrowing or hurting person we advise,

5u
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"Don't cry. Put your mind'on domething pleasant." We tell the angry

person, "Simmer down. There's no point in getting angry. Let's be

objective." To the person expressing joy and satisfaction in something he

has done we caution, "Better watch out. Pride goeth before a fall."

In our various group meetings we counsel east other, "Let's keep

O ).

feelings out of this. Let' be rational." .-

0
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MATCHING BEHAVIOR

a As people enter into an interpersonal relationship, there are goglsI
they wish to accomplish in that relationship. They may be ds diverse as

asking a girl to be your wife, or to wanting to terminatP a relationship;

from wanting to borrow money, or to wanting to let a person know hoW much

you care about him. The goals or" purposes of a relationship are as

varied as there are wishes and wants. Problems-arise in a relationship

when a person's Intentions are not congruent with his behavior. If a
: -

person is angry and wants to punish but acts in ways that don't show
re.

1, 1-

anger, the relationship suffers. 'Rogers defined congruence as "...an

accurate matching of experiencing and awareness.- Ht t,hen formulated

a general principlz concerning congruency and its effect on interpersonal

relationships.

The treater the congruence of experience, awareness and
communication on the part of one individual,,the more the
ensuing relationship will involve: a tendency toward
reciprocal communication with a quality of incrcising
congruence; a tendency toward more mutually accurate
understanding of the communication; improved psychological
adjustment and functioning in both parties, mutual
satisfaction ill the relationship.'

With this principle in mind we can conclude that it the intentions a

person brings into a relationship 3re accurately communicated, the

greater the trust and the better the relationship between the two

individuals.

An individual's intentions may be communicated either verbally or

nonverbally Since a person's intentions are known only to himself. the

'Rogers, Carl. On Becoming A Person. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin.
1961, pato 344.

5./
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onlyway another person is able to determine what your intentions are is

through your words or behavior. When there is consistency between words

qnd, behavior, Mutual trust is developed and a more Mean ful relationship

is established. The converse is, also true--inconsist between words

and behavior breeds suspicion and distrust
6
.
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WHAT IS A NORM?

A norm'exists when most

/

people in a group arrive at doing a particular thing in'a particular

I

way, becau e they have come to expect each otter to behave that way.
A

Here are some examples. When formally introduced, most men in the

United States are expected to include a handshake in their greeting

while women may or may .not. In some family groups, most members of
4

the family usually get their awn breakfast on Sunday morning. In'

some faculty groups, most members usually address each other by. their

last names when in the faculty lounge. In other faculty groups, first.

naaes are the :norm when in the faculty lounge. Some faculties don't

have a lounge.

Sometimes a norm is referred to as a custom or style. It may

relate to specific rules that have been set forth. it may be simply

thought of as the "in" thing to do. It may be a thing that most people

in a particular group do without ever havtft thought clearly about itcp.
\ A

A norm can develop so that everybody does a thing the. same way. "All

4

the women in this group wear dark hats on Sunday." Or the norm can be,

"All the women in this group do whatever they please about wearing hats

on Sunday." Or, "Most of the women wear dark hats on Sunday, it a few

can be expected not to wear hats at all," Thus, a norm doesn't
4

necessarily mean that everyone does a thing exactly in thd same way.

The idea is not one of,conformity. Indeed, a norm can developito support

variety. A norm may say, "It's good to have'differences.°

Norms are not built from scratch. Norms develop frqm the values,
4

expectations and learned behaviors that the individuals in a group

bring with them. A norm in a particular group is usually arrived at

'59 4
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implicitly. That is, reopla arrive at their way of doing ththing in

question without giying much thought or discussion to it Most people

don't sit on the floor when they find themselves in a room that appears

to be arranged formally. Most people remain standing when they
t

are &t the beach. But, most people don't ask others about such things.

They simply do, or,,don't do, theft in certain ways because this is what

they have come to expect. They are following norms.
0. .

#

Norms exert a pcwerLul influence on what most of us communicate

under-certain circumstances to whom, when and in what ways. Such,

influences are seldai looked at. It's even more rare that we attedtpt

- to change norms to better suit our needs and desires. Normal* we
. : 1.

simply live with theme Yet norms have far reaching impacts. To

illustrate, what tiorms have developed in your small group which is meeting

ac the moment about who sits where? If you have fallen into a clear

pattern of certain people sitting next tb certain others, haw has this

affected who talks to whomnbout.wKat? If the `pattern has been one

of shifting seating arrangements, what effect has this had on informal

exchanges--on who asks whoo4or clarification, Help, or ideas.

Discuss in your group what norms have develOped about seating,_ if

any, and how this may be affecting( communications. If no norms about

seating seem clear, discuss: why they may,not have evolved (since they

tend to form. rapidly in grodps) and how your communications are being

affected. Continue to discuss other kinds of norms you can see that your'

group has formed concerning communications such as:

When you have been asked to discuss things as a small group (six
or more members), how does the discussion usually start out?

How is boreacm or frustration generally expressed, if at all?

60
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If,the norm is that boredom or frustration is almost never
expressed in the group, why is this sd?

Most.groups develop` norms about things they "do" and "don't" talk
about: What topics are "dots" and "don'ts" in yOur group?

Some groups tend to have an intensive climate wherepeople are
,frequently on the "edge of, their chairs." Others are low key.
Still others hive a pattern of sharp ups and downs of intensity.
What is the norm in your group andwhy?

A
,What other norms have developed.in your group?

(

.

.47.
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S FORMAL AND INFORMAL COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

4

Communication patterns are affected by many thingsby'. past history

and tradition, by attitudes toward participation, by norms about what is

proper to
4
talk about when, by,interpersonal relations and who talks with

who by how much trust and openness there is by how skillful people
, 4

are. Patterns are also shaped by the physical environment--do meeting

rooms encourage one- or two-way'communication, e.g , are the dhairs

movable Or. fixed? Do lounges or dining rooms stimulate sociability?

'Do living and transportation conditions encourage after-work relating?

What forces outside the work setting have an impact on communications

within?

This session is design'e4 to increase. awareness of the fact that in

organizations and pork groups there are both formal and informal

communications, each with its own setting

overlap but be different. The session is

awareness that the way individuals behave

and its own network which may

also designed to increase

will facilitate or hinder

communications within an organization. yt will provide practice in

diagnosing communication,patterns in terms of what liehaviors are

facilitating and/or hindering.

Illustrations of facilitating behavior might include careful listening,

partiCipating freely, providing information, defining unclear terms;

asking questions, giving own opinion, suggesting alternatives or relieving

tension. Inhibiting b:4ors might include talking too much, not

listening to others, withdrawing whenever there is a problem or ridiculing

and refusing to consider alternatives.

. Formalized communication in an organization is a common phenomenon to

all involved. For our exercise we need to examine its purpose

62
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appropriateness and effect. Many times it accomplishes its basic purpose--

.t4t of informing all who need,to,be concerLei. Te usual fbrma' requires

information flow from the person responsible. A principal,' ce principal

or department head will circulate a bulletin, announce over a public

address system or conduct a meeting to disseminate that which he feels is

important.

Requests for supplies, audiovisual equipment, books, etc., usually

in triplicate, are common o all of us. It'is a fact Of life, a two -way

process which, when efficient, is effective, simple, yet impersonal.

By contrast, individuals not in titled positions are often fountains

Of informatiorrand influence. Friendship groups, the noncertified

personnel, old timers,'etc., may literally controleituations.not touched

by the formal lines as defined.

Formal lines of communication from outside an organization have great

.influence upon the inner workings. Budget decision, geieral policies

and curriculum directives are a, few examples that come to mind. Memos,

letters and bulletins make additions to lie "purple flood." Some,ape

open to interpretation, others are fort implementation only.

Social contracts, pressure grouOt and rumor mills do exert considerable

informal influences upon what can and will be discussed br attempted wIlhin

an organization.

it"
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WHAT TO:OBSBRVE'IMA GROUP

A

One 'way to learn is to observe and analyze what is happening in one's group.
All of us have spent our lives in groups of various sorts- -the family, gang,
team, work group,.etc., but rarely have we taken the time OD stop and observe

.what was going on in the group, or why the'members were behaving,the way
they were. One of our main goals here is to become better observers and
betteeparticipapts.

But what do we look,for? What is there to see in a group?

I. Content vs. Process .
..

.

4

When we observe what the group is talking about, we are focusing
on the content. When we try to observe how the group'is handling
its communication, i.e., who talks 11614 much or who talks to whom,
we are focusing on.group process.

Most topics about the.back-home situation emphasize thetcontent--
'what is good leadership;" "how can IJmotivate my subordinate," "how
can we make meetings more'effeCtive," and concern issues which are
"there and then" .in the sense of being abstract,rfuture or past
oriented and not involving us .gitirectly. In focusing on group process,
we are looking at what our group is doing in the "here and now," how
it is working in the sense of its prevent- procedures. and organization.

In fact, the content of the conversation is oftsnthe best clue as to
what process issue may be on people's minds, when they find it .

'difficult to confront the issue directly. For example:

Content Process

1. .Talking about problems
of authority back home
may mean

2. Talking about how
bad group meetings
usually are at the
plant may mean

wF

3. Talking about staff
men wild don't really
help anybody may mean...

that there is a leadership
struggle going on in the T Group

do.

that members are dissatisfied
with the performance of their.
own T Group

I

dissatisfaction with the trainer's
role in the group.

At a simpler level looldng at process really means to focus on what
is going on in the group and trying to understand it in terms of other
things that have gone on in the group.
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Ii. Communication

: One of the easiest aspects of group process to observe is the pattern of
communication:

yr

Who talks? For how long? How often?

2. Who do people look at when they talk?

a. Single others, possible potential supporters
b. Scanning the group
c, No one.

,3. Who talks after whom, or who interrupts whom?

4. ghat style of communication is usee(assertions, questions, tone of.
voice, gestures, etc.)?

a
The kinds of observations we make give us clue to other important things
which may be going on in the group such as who leads whom or who influences
whom)

III. Decision-MakirmOrocedures

Whether we are aware of it or not, groups are making decisions all the
time; some of them consciously and in reference to the major tasks at .

hand, some of them without much awareness and in reference to group
procedures or i7eWndards of operation. It iz important to.observe how
decisions are made in a group in order to assess the appropriateness
of the decisions to the matter being decided on, and in older to assess
whether the consequences of given methods are really what the group
members bargained for

Group decisions are notoriously hard to undo. When someone says,'"Well,
we decided to do Lt, didn't we?" any budding opposition is quickly
immobilized. We can only undo the ,decision of ;le reconstruct it and
understand how we made it and test whither this method was appropriate
or not.

'Some methods by which groups make decisions:

1. The Plop: "1 think we should introduce ourselves".... silevci
1

2.4 The Self-Authorized.agenda: "1 think6we should introduce our-
selves, my name is Joe Smith . ,

3. The Handclasp: "I wonder if it would be helpful if we introduced
ourselves?" "I think it would, my name is Pete Jones

4. "Does anyone object?" or "we all agree."

5. .Majority - Minority voting.

6. Polling: "Let's see'where everyone stands, what do you think?"

It
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7. Consensus Testing: genuine exploration to test for opposition
and to determine whether opposition feels strongly enough not to
be willing to implement decision; not necessarily unanimity,
but essential agreement by all.

IV. Task - Maintenance - Self -- oriented. behavior

Behavior in the group can be viewed from the point of view of what its
purpose or function seems to be. When a member says somolphing,-is he

primarily trying to get the group task accomplished (task), or is he
trying to improve or patch up some relationships among members (main-
tenance), or is he primarily meeting some personal need or goal without
regard 'o the group's problems (self-oriented)?

As the group.grows and member needs become integrated with group goals
there will be less self-oriented' behavior and more task or maintenance
behavior. What kinds of categories can we identify?

,Types behavior relevant to the group's fulfillment of its task:

1. Initiating: Proposing tasks or goals; defining a group problem;
suggesting a procedure or ideas for solving a problem....

2. Seeking information or opinions: Requesting facts; seeking relevant
information abodt group concern...Asking for expressions of feeling;
requesting a statement or estimate; soliciting_ expressions of value;,
seeking suggestions and ideas...

"1. Giving information or opinion: Offering facts; providin6 relevant
information about group concern..:
Stating a belief about a matter before the group; giving suggestions
and ideas.

4. Clarifying and Elaborating Inteipreting ideas or suggeselons;
clearing up crap:dons; defining terms; indicating alternatives
and issues before the. group...

5. Summarizing: Pulling together related ideas; restating suggestions
after the group has discussed them; offering a alecision or conclusion
for the group to accept or reject...

6. Consensus Testing: Asking to see-if group is nearing a decision;
sending up trial balloon to test a pOssible conclusion...

Types of behavior relevant to the group's remaining in good working order,
haying a good climate for task work, and good.relationships.which permit
maximum use of member resource, i.e., group maintenance:

1. aarmonizing: Attempting to reconcile disagteements;'reducing tension;
getting people to explore differences...

2. Cate Keeping: Helping to keep communication channels open; facilitat-
ing the participation of others; suggesting procedures that permit
sharing remarks.
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1. 521421:12a: Being friendly, warm, and responsive to others; indic-
ating by facial expression or remark the acceptance of others' con
tributions...

Compromising: When own idea or status is involved in a conflict, offering
a compromise which yields status; admitting error; modifying in interest
of group cohesion or'growth...

5. Standard Setting.and Testing: Testing whether group is satisfied with its
procedures or suggesting procedures, pointing out explicit or implicit norms
which have been set to make them available for testing...

Every group.needslboth kinds of behavior and needs to work out an adequate balance
of task and maintenance activities.

Emotional Issues; duses of Self-Oriented
Emotional Behavior

The processes described so far deal. with the group's attempts to work, to solve
problems of task and maintenance, but there are many forces active in groups
which disturb work, which represent a.kind of emotional underworld or ander7.
current in the stream of group life. These underlying emotional issues produce .

A
a variety of emotional behaviors which interfere with or are distractive of
effective group functioning. They cannot be ignored or wished sway, hammer.
Rather, they must be recognized, their causes must be understood, and Se.the
group develops, conditions must be created which permit these sane Motional
energies to be channeled in the direction of group

What are issues or basic causes?' ".

1. The problem of identity: Who am I in.this group? Where do I fit in?
What kind of behavibr is acceptable here.?

2., The problem of male and needs: What do I want from the group? Can
the group goals be made consistent with.my.goals?" What have I to offer
to the group?

3: The problem of power, control and influence: Who will control what we
do? How much power and influence do I have?

.. c
.

..

4. The pri)blem of intimacy: How close will we get to each other? How
personal? How much can we trust'each other and how can we achieve a

. greater level of trust? -.,

*What kinds of behaviors are produced in response to these problems?

1. Deplendency-counterdependency: Leaning on or resisting anyone in the
group who represents authority, especially the trainer.

2. Fightir and Controlling: Asserting personal dominar e, attempting
to get ain way regardless of others.

3. Withdrawing: lrying,to remove the soprces of uncomfortable feelings by
psychillogitally leaving the group. \

C
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4. Pairing up: Seeking out one or tur supporters and forming a kind of
emotional Rub -grolip in which the members protect.and support'each other.

These are not the only kinds of things which can be observed in a group.
What is important to observe all vary with what the group is doing, the
needs of the observer'and.his purposes, and many other factors., The main
point, however, is at improving our skiLa in observing what is going on
in the group will provide us with important data for understanding groups
and increasing our effectiveness within them.

o
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E.

BICWS'CATFOOR1ES

For Describing Group Behavior

IXQUIRY MODE: Task-kiented behavior. Group-oriented rvsPpnses aimed at helping
accomplish group objectives. A problem-solving orientation.
Attempting to understand sand deal with issues. Making suggestions
for analyzing aLd for dealing with a problem.

ti FIGHT MODE:' An angry response:

Facilitates group mode: insistence that an issue be fOiced
into the opeli and faced, to get disagremeht and conflict, expressed
and dealt with, to prevent flight from the problem.

, . ..

Obstructs group inquiry mode: ,attacking and deprecating group or
specific member. Self-aggrandizement at expense of others.
Projected hostility. No

PAIRING MODE: Supporting another person's idea. Expres
supportiveness to another member.: Expres

mitment directed to whole'group.

Facilitates group inquiry mode: when it

encouraging
builds,a0on-threatening,

open.

Obstructs groupfsUebegraonu:s
which` become antagonistic, when it obligates others so they, feel com-
pelled to comply or agree rather than free to resist, when it smooths
over and denies conflicts and difficulties.. that might threateh the
warmth and friendliness in the group.

sing intimacy, warmth,
sions of warmth and com-

DLPE.MENCY MODE: Appeals for support and direction. Reliance on a definite
structure, rules and regul4ations. Reliance on leader or on
outside authority: Expressions of weakness or inadequacy.

Facilitates group inquiry mode: when it A temporary to allow
group or member to learn how to do for self.. When it is realistic
because group or member will never need'to do for self what he
relies on other to do for him.

FLIGHT MODE:

Obstructs group_ jaquirt mode: when it is unrealistic and thus
prevents group orb member, to do for self. When it is to avoid taking
a risk or facing'uncomfortable feelings.

Tuning (Dux - withdrawal or lessened involvement., Joking. Fantasy -
daydreaming. inappropriate theorizIng...overinteltectualizecil,

. overgeneralized statements. Total irrelevancy.. Changing the sub-
ject. Leaving the group. Excess activity id busy-work.

raciliiates group inquiry mode: when it is temporary to gain'per-
- spective or rest with, definite, intention to return to_the problem.

Obstucts group inquiry mode' when it is to avoidproblem with no
intention of returning to it.

Thin, fight, pairing, dependency, and flight May occur in the service of getting
cork done (i.e., combined with ae.Inquiry Mode), or they may occur as a way of
avoiding getting work done. 64
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SITING GOALS FOR IMPROVEMENT

This is the last session on interpersonal communications. You may

or may not con; Ave to work at improving your ability to communicate
1

following this session. People don't usually continue to work at

aimproving after a workshop! People tend to forget what they have

learned. The skills they remember tend to be used less as time passes.

This session is concerned With whether these tendencies will be true for

you.

You won't be likely to improve unless you have clear ideas about

what can be improved in your communication abilities. Review

Specific techniques presented in previous sessions. These techniques

are to help you see yourself. You can use them to see what you know and

can do now in the area of interpersonal communications. They also help

.youosee clear 'goals for improvement that you Light wish to set for

yourself at any given time. Being aware of a. discrepancy between

where you are how and a specific goal for improvement can be a motivating

force in you. V.gueawareness that, "1 could be better," is not apt

to move you toward taking action to'improve. Awareness of a discrepancy

. ',with a clear, specific goal,, apt to move you. It can be important,

therefore,-to take time alone occasionally to think about, "Where I am

now." and "What would be a specific improvement goal I could be working

y

on?"

Me Now

14
(U

Specific Improvement Goal.
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It's not easy to spell out a clear, specific picture cf communication

skills that you can set as improvement goals. Some educators are

labeling such goals "behavioral objectives." A goal is stated clearly'

when I know, "What it looks like when it is happening." Stating .

that, "I want to be a better listener," is no clear and specific.

don't know what I would see when you are being "a better listener."

The following statement is better.

"I want to include paraphrasing when r talk with Jack at
4> our curriculum study committee meetings. We have frequently

found we did not understand each other in the past. I will

be satisfied with my improvement when Jack tells me that .

my paraphrasing attempts were correct four times out of ciVe."

.4.

This statement is specific because it focuses on one kind of communications

act--paraphrasing--rather than a ue'label -a better listener. It is

clear because it states who is invnlvcd, "Jack and 1, when," at our

curriculum study committee meetings," and what the criteria is for having

reached the gGal, "when Jack tells me that my parenhrasih4 attempts

were correct four times out of five."
C

Try writing an improvement goal that you would really like to sork

toward and would like to talk aboUt with your trio members. Thy.

guidelines to strive for are

1. Focus on one kind of communication act

2. State who is involved

' 3. State when it is.to be reached

4. State what the criteria is for having reached the goal

An improvement goal concerning my communication abilities that

would like to work toward is:
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DEVELOPING SUPPORT FOR CONTINUOUS LEARNING

Developing Support In Yourself And From Others

The most important resource for supporting you as a continuous

learner is yourself. Earlier sessions focused on problems such as the

difference that typically occurs between one's intentions and one's

behavior. Most of us need to ftd ways of coping with ourselves. Our

knowledge, palr experiences and desires are major resources within us.

However, forcers may exist which block us from these internal resources

such as lack=of time to sit alone and think. Sometimes it can be helpful

to try writing down the forces in yourself'which can help you love toward

an improvement goal and those which work. against movement. .S4ch an

exercise can result in new ideas about how to support yourself.'

Past sessions have provided a variety of Experiences in ways that

..

others can help you improve your communication skills. However, these

experiences were part of a workshop type of training. In order to be

a continuous learner, you will need to seek out and develop helping

relationships on your own. There may be forces in you, in others, and.

in your work setting that hinder or facilitate building relatiodshi,

with others for getting help in learning. A force against, for example,

would be failing to specific about your improvement goal when asking
.

for help from another. A force for would be remembering to give feedback

to your helper about which of his efforts were helpful and which were not.

Take a few minutes to write out some of the forces in you, the

/strengths and weaknesses of the ways you relate to others tha determine

your ability to receive help. Working with people you have :ome to know

in this workshop, plan some ways to work at developing similar supportive

relationships with others in your "back-home" work setting.

n
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POWER AND.INFLUENCE

In these days of less structured organizations in which more group
participation has replaced autocratic control to a large extent, what kind of
power does the leader/manager wield? Or does one have any? If the manner is
more a team leader, a facilitator of group participation than an authoritarian
figure, what kind of authority does one have?

According to French and Raven (1959) there are five categories of the
gases of power or influence. The first of these is expert ,power. If we
think someone is extremely knowledgeable, f one is an expert in a field, we
tend to think of that person as an authority, or one who possesses expert
power.

. The second power-base is referent power. When someone possesses actractiveA
characteristics that we value (strength, good looks, friendliness, ett..) wok
tend to identify with that person. We say he/she has charisma; wr could also'
say that he/she has referent power. Legitimate power stems from values ye have
toward someone's right to ,iyluenci. For example, we usually consider a
policeman to have power simply because he is a policeman. Although we usually
don't credit him with expert power or referent, we agree that he has legitimate
power.

The final two bases of power, reward power and coercive power,, are closely
interrelated. If we think a person has the right to/reward us, that person
has reward power; if we think one has the right to punish us, that person has
coercive power.

Managers traditionally have had -the latter tee bases of power; some
successfully influential leaders have developed referent or expert bases of
poder with their staffs. The question becomes, then, how to develop referent
and expert power with others, since research shows these bases are.the most
effective for exerting interpersonal influence.

Changes in organizational policies (i. e. anion requirements) have
diminished the extent to which managers possess the 'ewaZd and coercive bases
of power. This leaves the manager with legitimate power which also has been
lessened. It used to be that "management" was a title that commanded respeci.
There was prestige connected with the title, and a manager was an influential
and respected personage in a community.

Today, however, the manger's status is greatly reduced and is no longer
automatically an honored member of the comngnity. In many organi1ations,
potential leaders are looked down on by their fellow workers. The legitimate
power of management has been diminished by the change of society's values.

individual staff members who have power with their peers usually possess
either expert or referent power or both. The leader who is not in conflict
with the influential staff members usually has an easier time influencing
the whole group than the leader who is at odds with these individuals.
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Because quite often the power of the leaders is baped on their being
identification figures with their.peeis (referent power) as opposed Co the
manager's legitimate power (which is.on a lower plane of effectiveness),
the individuals may have more influence over theii peer group than the managers.
In such situations, managers cannot influence others simply on the strength of
their legitimate and coercive power bases. One way to develop-teferent power
'is to communicate openly and share decision, making with staff members.

The manaer's delegation of p art of his power to his staff will not detract
from one's own influence. Instead, it will add to it, for this will gain-

: 4 another dimension of referent power. The manageewilltind that his influence
has grown, since the basis for interpersonal communication has expanded from
A...horitarian legitimate power to an identificative closeness with his staff.
The power in the group will have been shared, yet strengthened.

Pam Cutting
Revised
1/28/74

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT PEOPLE

Theory X

The average human being has an inherent dislike of work and will avoid
it if he can.

Because of this dislike of work, most people must be coerced, controlled,,
directed, threatened with punishment to get them to make an effort.

The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes Lo avoid responsi-
bility, has relatively little ambition, wants sectirity above all.

Theory Y

The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not only to
accept butilso to seek responsibility, and will exercise self-direction
and self-control in achieving objectives to which he is committed.

People have the capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of imagina-
tion, ingenuity, and creativity in the solution of organizational objectives.-

The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as
play and rest.

From McGregor, D. The Human Side of Enterprise.
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THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP AND INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

Don Murray

Helping others who have problems or needs can be a very rewarding

and satisfying experience for all, if successful. However, if helping

efforts are handled improperly, they can create havoc and. produce detri-

mental results that are even worse than the original state of affairs.

Helping another person who has a problem is not easy. For most individuals

it is hard to admit our difficulties to ourselves: it is even harder to

share them with someone else. Helping efforts, whether successful or

unsuccessful, imply some change or movement in the situation that may

,generate both good and bad feelings among the individuals affected. Fo,

a word of..caution be careful when you endeavor to help others.

1. Help must be solicited, not imposed.

The person you are trying to help must be ready to acknowledge that

he has a problem and that he wants help with it. If the client and the

helper are brought together by a third party, help cannot oe given or

received unless the client permits the process to go on.

2. How many persons should be present in helping roles at a given time

or situation will vary greatly with the nature of the'problen0Y, the

number.if persons seeking help, and many other factors. When dealing.with,

cases of a technical or emotionally laden nature, it is frequently

recommended that two persons'offer their consulting services to the one who

is seeking help.

There are both advantages and disadvantages to using two (or more)

rather than one helper. Two minds working together in concert on a problem

.4
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usually can come up with more and better questions; together they possess

more experience and knowledge to draw upon. With more than one helper

heaiing the shared problem or situation they then can later compare notes

and perceptions, check out the accuracy of collected facts, their sequence

of occurrence, their validity, implied meanings, degree of significance,

importance, etc.

Working against these advantages are some drawbacks that must be

recognized. The client may have expected one person; now he has two with

whom he must contend. Bridges of trust must be built between-the client

and the outside helpers before the work of dealing with his probleip or

concerns can even begin. If there are more helpers or outside consultants

than there are clients, the client may feel outnumbered, _overwhelmed, and

even threatened by numbers.

3. Before constructive work can begin on the problem(s) or concerns the

helpers must endeavor to put the client-at ease.

The place where the interview is to take place is important. He may

..ot want fellow faculty members to see him consulting with others. The

faculty lounge may be too public. The office or a counselor's room` may be

threatening. He may want the security of a "safe" room with which he is

familiar, such as his own classroom. It may be necessary to agree upon

some appropriate Pace outside the school building where the meeting can

take place. The place should offer privacy with little or no chance of

interruption. It should be. of a comfortable size and appearance.

Thtthelpers must model desired behavior; they should appear to be at

ease and comfortable with the situation. If at first the client appears

to be be evasive or noncommunicative, don't try to stampede him into action.
I
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If the helpers exhibit nervousness or impatience, the interview is probably

destined for failure.

. 4. The early conversation may cover apnumber of uOmportant extraneous.
.

topics having no bearing upon the problem under consideration. The client
4

may be testing you (the helpers). He wants to see how you are going to

deal with him. A level of trust must,be developed. He may present one or

two "test" problems just to see how you. receive and treat them before
0 4

sharing his "real" problem.

5. Generally speaking, there are no short, sweet, simple problems. Most

are complex and complicated and in order to receiye and retain all pertinent

information, it may be necessary to take down written notes. Note-taking,

in the initial meeting, is frequently very threatening to the client. He's

not too sure about you and whether he can really trust you with his problem.

If he appears, disturbed, stop for a few moments and discuss this problem.

Cover the'need to keep notes on the many facets of the case, the sequence

1

df events, etc.- Assure the client that all information shared will be

treated as confidential. After this discussion, if the client still 'ap0ears

to be distracted by the note- taking, quit taking notes.

6. The goal of the helpers should be to assist the Client in seeing his

problem more clearly and in choosing ways of coping with the problem that

are both acceptable and possible for him.

Real' help involves a great deal of meaningfUl listening and very little

telling or talking on the part of the helpers. The helpers should avoid

,

being to reassuring; they should not over-praise or play down client e

responsibilities, The task is to recognize, identify, define and jointly

1
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explore the problem in hopes that realistic possibilities of action are

found for, the client. Whenever "touchy" points are located that are

difficult for the client to talk about, the helpers should strive to find

other approaches to these delicate areas and not let the client avoid them.

A frequent problem for.outside consultants or helpers is the one of

their seeing themselves as not being helpful to the client. They feel a

respdnsibility or obligation to do something or say something.directive

or to recommend a course of action. This may be the most unhelpful action

at the moment -- maybe even a disservice to the individual(s) and his

organization.

Perhaps the most valuable service one provides as an outside consultant

is merely being there and listening to the client attempt to describe the

current organizational problem(s) confronting him. All too often, this is

the first time that individual has gathered together all the facts and

information known to him, organized them into some logical sequence of

events, and in so doing he himself begins to gain new insights into the

problem. Thus, you hailn, even though you may feel you have not.

7. Don't trap yourself (as a helper) by talking or telling too early when

you should be listening and gathering facts. As stated earlier, most

problems are complex and complicated and may be likened to icebergs. After

initial description, they usually are only about one-ninths exposed.' As

questions are asked and other individuals involved are consulted, the

problem may take on different meanings, complexions, etc. Every problem

situation usually has several sides; all must be considered when seeking

good solutions.
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Too often before All the facts are known, promises are made early in

a case that can't later be delivered or honored. Words like "They can't do

that . . ." or "We'll put a stop to that nonsense . . ." often have to be

"eaten" when additional facts become known and the rights and responsibilities

0are carefully explored and examined.

I

8. The client can and should expect to be fully apprised of the Hghts

granted all educators in laws, codes and policies as well as suggestions of

0 /

individuals, agencies or organizations that.have services to offer. Too,

tie should be informed of the proper administrative, 'ethical, 141 and

professional channels to follow during the process of overcominb his problem.

a I'0

I

There are dings that can be done in addition to listeninp. You may

report the success stories of other individuals or groups in iimilar

situations. You can provide names, addpesses, phone numbers etc. of
0 .

individuals, groups, agencies, etc. who have resources .or expertise that

would be of possible help. Reports, research

known by the helpers could tie recommended for

studies, publications, etc.
I

reading and zqnsideration.
)

The main points to remember in a truly successful helping rOationship

areAN (1),Leave the client with an accurate perception of his problem(s);

(2) Leave him with several alternatives of action; and (3):Let him or his

organization decide which action steps will betaken and what will be done.

Leave him with his own self-respect, his own self-reliance and,confidence.
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BLOCKING. AND FACILITATIN4.40MMUNICATION

Perliaps the majo.barrier that stands in the way of mutual inter-

personal communications is the natural tendency to pass judgment on what

another person has to sou For example, when someone hears a speech,

watches a television documentat/ or reads a report, his. initial reaction

is one of approval or disapproval. He evaluates what he has heard/seen/read

from his own frame of reference.

Or take another example. Suppose a devout Democrat vehemently declaYes

that because of the Watergate scandal, the 1972 elections should be con-

sidered null and void and a special mid-term election should be heid. Tlie

usual initial response is evaluative. His listeners will agree or disagree

or will make some judgment about the speaker, such as "He must be one of

those liberals!" or "Sound thinking, Jones".

This brings us to another obstruction of communication -- the tendency

to evaluate and judge what is being said is'heightenqd in situations where

emotions are involved. The stronger the emotions, the less likely it is

that there will be a mutual element of-communication. There will be two

very separate ideas, two feelings missing each other in psychological space.

It is not unlike two semi-deaf persons trying_ to carry on a conversation.

Each, unable to hear the other, responds to what he would have said in reply

to his own question. Conversation ended, they go their separate ways, each

satisfied and impressed with the other's amazingly similar opinions. In

reality, two conversations were held; each person talking to himself.

Slightly modify this situation and imagine a conversation between a teenage

girl and her conservative father discussing curfew. The lack of communication
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r
is equal. Both the girl and her father speak from her/his own frame of

referenCe. They really aren't, talking about the swathing at all. This is

not communication. The emotional reaction is the most effective .blOck to

interpersonal communication.

The solution? The battering ram to crack the barrier?: Step into. the

other Indian's.moccasins and stroll around his frame of reference. When,

Tom can sidestep the evaluation temptation and listen with understanding,

when he can see the situation from the, other person's point of view, when

he can sense how it feels totharlie, then communication is successful.

Sounds simple, doesn't it? But this "simple" matter of dommuni,ation

has been found extremely effective in the field of psychotherapy. It is

the most effective way of altering the basicspersonality structure of some-

one to improve his relgtionships and communication with otherl If some-

one can realli listen to an dther person, really understand his personal reac-

tion, sense'theemotianal 'flavor it has for him, then he will also cause

improvement in that relationship. If he Can understand the person's fears

and hatreds, this will be the greatest help in altering those feelings and

establishing realistic and harmonious relationships with those situations.

Such empathic understinding -- understanding with a person, not about him --

ls such an effective approach that it can strengthen most relationships.

But what/if Tom does listen to Charlie, but Charlie remains the same?

Probably Tom's listening has not been of thtype described above. Suppose ,

that every. time ,Tom and Charlie had a disCussion they. tried this: 'Each, .

.
person can speak his piece only after he has restated the ideas and feelings

of the previous speaker accurately -- to that speaker's satisfaction.

Before Tom could staie`his point of view, he'd have to achieye Charlie's
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,

frame of reference to be able to summarize his thoUghts and feelings. Tom

would find his own comments would be drastically changed, the emotion would .

drain out of the discussion, the differences floud lessen.
4

If this technique works so well with Tom andCharle, why don't more

people try it? Whyidon't big groups use it?

_

In the first place., it takes courage, ope of the seven deadly virtuei,

with which not too many'of us are afflitted. If one really understands

another in this way, he runs the risk of being changed, himself. The

thought of being changed is one of the most frightening things we face.

Listening can seem too dangerous.

The second obstacle -- when emotions are strongest, it is hardest to

achieve the fribq of reference of the other person or group. But a third

person who canrlisten.objectively and with understanding to each person or

group car he) p by-clarifying the views
1

and ;attitudes each holds. When

someone realizes he.is being understood: the statements become less

exaggerated and less defensive. The catalyst of udderstandindc,N 'help the
4

.

group discern the objective truth/involved in the realtionihip. Mutual
4

communication is established and agreement Lrecomes more feasible.

The fin al obstacle -- this approach works well with small 'groups and

indiviou als, but to test its affectiveness on a large scale requires addi-
.

stional fun ds, more research, and creative thinking of a high order.

But suppose a neutral international group were to act as go-between for

two large powers. First the leaders of the NUstile countries, thenothe

widest possible distribution of all thit material to the people of the

countries. When someone tells Tom Israeli whyCharlie Arab hates him (and

vice ,ersa), it is ier for Tom to understand Charlie's feelingg than when

Charlie stands shaking his fist and throwing rocks.;
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4111 But before this fan be achieved, society needs to accept the findings

of social' science with the same faith with which it welcomes. the. verdicts

of physical scientists. .
.

Effective communication is not impossible. The influence of a person

who is willing to empathize, to understand everCa third person, providing

Tie can gain a minimum 'of cooperation from one of the parties -- can act as
.

a catalyst for.communication.

The defenses'that prevent communication .the insincerities, the lies,

the false,fronts -- fade with Indy 500 speed as people realize that the.

intent is to understand, not Judge.

Gradually, then, comes mutual communication, which le.ads to problem _

solving, rather than personal attack.. Wittvommunication, the barriers, the

defensive mechanism which prevent understanding are breached, ariditwa people

can work things out together without fear of attacks of disapproval or
.

Judgment.

S
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